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ABSTRACT 

Wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) optical networks have emerged as the viable solution 

to providing high-speed networking solutions that meet the increasing demands of the Internet. 

WDM networks divide the fiber bandwidth into multiple WDM channels called wavelengths. The 

current transmission speed on a wavelength is 10 Gigabits per second and is expected to increase 

to 40 Gigabits per second in the near future. The user requirement, on the other hand, are of 

sub-wavelength capacity requirement ranging from 155 Megabits per second to a maximum of 

2.5 Gigabits per second. Such a mis-match between the user requirements and the minimum 

granularity of a connection offered by the network has necessitated the use of efficient wavelength 

sharing mechanisms. Networks that allow multiple users to share the wavelength bandwidth are 

referred to as WDM grooming networks. 

In this dissertation, we propose a novel conceptual network model called 7rw/z& SwifcAaf TVef-

woft (TSN) to model WDM grooming networks. The links in a network are viewed as a set of 

channels. The channels are combined at a node to form groups called frw/z&a. The nodes can 

switch channels across different links that fall within the same trunk. We model WDM grooming 

networks with different grooming capabilities as TSNs. We develop a framework for connection 

establishment in TSNs from which different path selection and channel assignment schemes can 

be derived. We analyze a TSN for blocking performance. The analytical model based on fixed-

path routing mechanism includes three main features: (1) incorporates heterogeneous switching 

architectures; (2) considers multi-rate traffic streams; and (3) employed to evaluate blocking per

formance of multicast tree establishment, which is a generalized form of a path. We also study 

the effect of dynamic routing in WDM grooming networks that employ wavelength-level traffic 
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grooming. We propose a request-specific routing algorithm called Available Shortest Path (ASP) 

routing that aims at minimizing the network resources used by a connection. In this approach, 

a path for establishing a connection is chosen based on the request characteristics. We employ 

dispersity routing that splits a request with larger capacity requirement into multiple requests with 

smaller capacity requirement. We show that request-specific routing and dispersity routing can 

be employed as a cost-effective alternative to improving network performance as compared to the 

high-cost solution of increasing grooming capability at the nodes in the network. 

The network model proposed in this dissertation is a conceptual framework and does not de

pend on technological aspects. Hence, it can be applied in general to networks that employ mul

tiplexing in more than one domain, such as time, frequency/wavelength, code, phase, etc. and 

employ switching within a sub-set of the channels. We believe that the proposed network model 

and the results discussed in this dissertation will have significant impact in the design and operation 

of future high-speed backbone networks. 
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction 

Technological advances in the area of telecommunications over the last half a century has 

finally enabled the communication networks see the . Current telecommunication transmission 

lines employ light signals to carry information over guided channels called optical fibers. The 

transmission of signals that travel at speed of light is not new and has been in existence in the form 

of radio broadcast for the last several decades. However, such a transmission technology over a 

guided medium, unlike air, with very low attenuation and bit error rate makes the optical fibers a 

natural choice for medium of communication for the next-generation high-speed networks. 

Staring in the early 20th century, telecommunications has grown steadily with the advances 

in electronics. Technological advances in semiconductor products fueled this improvement sim

plifying the long-distance communication infrastructure. With the advent of optical transmission 

technology over optical fibers, the communication networks have attained orders of magnitude in-

crease in the network capacity. The bandwidth available on a fiber is approximately 25 terahertz. 

In late 1980's and early 1990's, the migration from electronic networks to optical transmission 

technology involved only replacing copper cables with optical fibers. Traditional time division 

multiplexing (TDM) that allows multiple users to share the bandwidth of a link was employed. In 

TDM, the bandwidth sharing is in the time domain. Multiplexing techniques specific to optical 

transmission technology were not employed in the early networks. Synchronous Optical NETwork 

(SONET) is the most popular network in this category [1]. SONET is based on a ring-architecture 

employing circuit-switched connections to carry voice traffic. 

Increasing the transmission speed could not be adopted as the only means of increasing the net

work capacity. Transmission speeds beyond a few tens of gigabits per second could be be sustained 
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for longer distances for reasons of impairments due to amplifiers, dispersion, non-linear effects of 

fiber, and cross-talk [2]. Hence, wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) was introduced that 

divided the available fiber bandwidth into multiple smaller bandwidth units called wmWengf/u. 

Different connections can share the bandwidth on a link using different wavelengths. Such a rnul-

tiplexing mechanism divides the bandwidth apace into smaller portions. Hence, the multiplexing 

is said to occur in the space domain. 

1.1 Broadcast-and-select networks 

Early optical networks employing WDM were broadcast and select in nature. In such networks, 

the information that is transmitted by a node is received by all other nodes. Every node takes the 

information that is destined for it and discards the rest. Figure 1.1 shows a broadcast and select 

network. Nodes in these networks are connected by links and optical couplers. An optical coupler 

is a passive component that is used for either combining or splitting the signals into or from a 

fiber. The couplers can be configured to split/combine signals in specific ratios. Nodes in these 

networks transmit information on specific wavelengths. Typically, a network with N nodes employ 

N wavelengths where every node is uniquely assigned a wavelength. Every node in the network 

receives one transmitter and JV receivers. If at any time information on only one channel is needed, 

then one tunable receiver is employed at every node, instead of AT dedicated receivers. In networks 

where the number of nodes is greater than the number of wavelengths per fiber, wavelengths are 

shared among multiple nodes. Such a scheme would then require the need for channel access 

protocols to share the wavelength. 

The major features of optical couplers include low insertion loss, excellent environmental sta

bility, long-term reliability, and multiple performance levels. Such networks are typically found in 

local area networks and Cable-TV or video distribution networks, networks that typically provide 

the end-user connectivity. 

The disadvantage of such a passive network is that its range is limited. Long range networks, 

typically country-wide networks, cannot employ such a broadcast and select mechanism due to 
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Figure 1.1 A broadcast and select network. 

capacity inefficiency. The information is unnecessarily sent to all the nodes in the network resulting 

in a poor network utilization. Also, as the signals travel farther the quality of the signal degrades 

necessitating signal re-generation with re-shaping and re-timing. 

1.2 Wavelength-routed networks 

In order to avoid unnecessary transmission of signals to nodes that do not require them, xwekngfA-

routing was introduced. In wavelength-routed networks the nodes employ optical cross-connects 

that can switch an individual wavelength from one link to another. In order to operate the network 

in a transparent manner, the switching of a wavelength is done in the optical domain. 

A connection from one node to another established on wavelength is referred to as a Wg/ifpofA 

[3]. A Wavelength-routed WDM network is shown in Figure 1.2. The figure shows connections 

established between nodes 1 and 5, 2 and 5, and 3 and 6. The connections from nodes 1 and 2 

share two links. Hence, they have to occupy different wavelengths on those links. 

WzWengfA conversion is a mechanism by which an optical signal from one wavelength is 

converted into another. A device that performs such a conversion is referred to as waveZengfA con-

vgrfer. Wavelength conversion mechanisms can be classified based on the range of wavelength 
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[~~j Access station Q Optical cross-connect 
^ (OXC) 

Figure 1.2 A wavelength-routed WDM network. 

conversion. Hxed-waveiengfA conversion allows the signal to be converted from a specific input 

wavelength to a fixed output wavelength. The choice of output wavelength is fixed for an input 

wavelength, hence the name. If the signal on a wavelength can be converted into any other wave

length, it is referred to as /Wi-waveZengfA conversion. If the signal can be converted from one 

wavelength to a set of but not all wavelengths, it is referred to as iinziW-wmWengfA conversion. 

Figs. 1.3 shows the different types of wavelength conversions for a network with four wavelengths 

denoted by through W4. 

The architecture of a node in a wavelength-routed WDM network that does not employ wave

length conversion is shown in Figure 1.4. The signals from different wavelengths on a link are first 

de-multiplexed at a node. The individual wavelengths from the different links are then fed into a 

wavelength switch that switches the wavelengths across different links. 

The architecture of a node employing full-wavelength conversion is shown in Figure 1.5. The 

figure shows a node with four links with each link having three wavelengths. After de-multiplexing 

the wavelengths from the links, the individual wavelengths are fed into tunable wavelength con

verters that convert the signals to the corresponding output wavelength. Every wavelength on every 

link is provided a dedicated wavelength converter. While such an architecture allows any wave-
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Figure 1.3 T^pes of wavelength conversion, (a) No wavelength conversion; (b) 
Fixed-wavelength coversion; (c,d) Limited-wavelength conversion; 
(e) Full-wavelength conversion. 

length to be converted to any other wavelength at the node, most of the connections could be routed 

without the need for wavelength converters. Hence, such an approach could result in wastage of 

wavelength converter resources. Note that wavelength converters are expensive components, hence 

cannot be employed at a node at large numbers unless there is a strong need for it. 

Figure. 1.6 shows the architecture of a node that employs limited number of wavelength con

verters that can be shared by connections on different links. The set of wavelength converters are 

referred to as wave/engf/i converter In this case, there are four converters available in the 

bank. The output of the wavelength converters are connected to a switch that could have more 

output ports than input ports. Such an architecture allows for more than one wavelength converter 

to be used connections on an output link. In the architecture shown in Figure. 1.6 up to four con

nections can avail the facility of wavelength conversion at the node with up to two connections on 

an output link employing wavelength converters. If the wavelength converters are not needed, then 

the connections are switched directly at the first switch to the respective output links. 

The wavelength converter blocks that are shown in the node architectures can be implemented 
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input Links Output Links 

Wavelength switch Wavelength demultiplexer 

I) Wavelength multiplexer 

Figure 1.4 Node architecture in a wavelength-routed WDM network without 
wavelength conversion. 

Switch 

Wavelength multiplexer ^1 Wavelength demultiplexer 

\/\ Tunable wavelength converter 

Figure 1.5 Node architecture in a wavelength-routed WDM network with wave
length conversion at input ports. 
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Switch 

Wavelength multiplexer Wavelength demultiplexer 

\/\ Tunable wavelength converter 

Figure 1.6 Node architecture in a wavelength-routed WDM network with wave
length conversion bank at output ports. 

in several ways. A trivial yet practical solution is to receive the incoming signal in the electronic 

domain and re-transmit in the desired output wavelength. However, such an approach compromises 

on the transparency of the network. The clock-rate of the incoming signal and frame format must be 

known to the intermediate nodes that employ wavelength conversion. Such a lack of transparency 

also limits the scalability of the network. 

All-optical wavelength conversion retains the signal in the optical domain and is transparent to 

the clock-rate and frame format. However, these devices are prohibitively expensive to be deployed 

widely in the networks. 

1.3 Multi-fiber networks 

The expensive proposition of employing wavelength converters forced researchers to venture 

into alternatives for wavelength conversion. Multi-fiber networks is an alternative to employing 

wavelength conversion. 
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Multi-fiber networks employ more than one fiber on a link between two nodes. Hence, every 

link in the network has multiple fibers employing multiple wavelengths. The advantage of having 

such a network is that a wavelength on a link from an input fiber can be switched to any of the 

fibers on the output link. Figure. 1.7 shows the switching possibilities of different wavelengths at 

a node that does not employ wavelength conversion. Each link is assumed to have two fibers (F1 

and F2) and two wavelengths (W1 and W2) per fiber. Such a multi-fiber approach is similar to that 

of limited-wavelength conversion capability, refer to Figure 1.3(d). 

F1, W1 (Xr-pX) F1.W1 

F2, W1 Of" F2, W1 

F1,W20^-pyO F1,W2 

F2, W2 (X O F2, W2 

Figure 1.7 Switching possibilities in a multi-fiber network employing two fibers 
(F 1 and F2) and two wavelengths per fiber (W1 and W2). 

Employing multiple fibers in a network has a key advantage. As compared to a single-fiber 

network have the same link capacity, the number of wavelengths in a fiber is reduced by a factor 

of number of fibers employed. Lesser number of wavelengths per fiber implies that the spac

ing between two wavelengths can be increased resulting in the use of simpler and less expensive 

components. Such an approach allows one to increase the signal power in a wavelength, thereby 

increasing the signal to noise ratio, and requires lesser amplification, resulting in an increased 

network span, Components requiring to function in a narrow bandwidth are more expensive as 

compared to those that work in a wider bandwidth. However, the down side of employing mul

tiple fibers is that every fiber needs its own amplifier. Improvements in transmission and fiber 

technology have made it possible to transmit signals over longer distances without the need for 

amplification. With such improvements in technology, multi-fiber approach seems to be an attrac

tive alternative for wavelength conversion. 
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1.4 WDM grooming networks 

The minimum granularity of a connection in a wavelength-routed network is the capacity of 

a wavelength. The transmission speed on a wavelength increases with the advances in the trans

mission technology. However, the requirement of end-users such as Internet Service Providers 

(ISPs), Universities, and industries are still much lower than that of the capacity of a wavelength. 

For example, the connection between Iowa State University and Iowa Communiations Network 

(ICN) has a bandwidth of 155 Mbps, referred to as OC-3 connection. The bandwidth require-

ment is projected to increase in future, however even doubling the current bandwidth would be 

more than sufficient to handle the projected demand for the near future. The current transmission 

speed on a wavelength are 10 Gbps (OC-192). As of this writing, 40 Gbps (OC-768) technology 

is commercially available, however is not widely deployed. 

The large gap between the user requirement and capacity of a wavelength has forced the need 

for wavelength sharing mechanisms that would allow more then one user to share a wavelength. 

Wavelength sharing, similar to sharing a fiber using multiple wavelengths, can be done in several 

ways. One approach to sharing a wavelength is to divide the wavelength bandwidth into frames 

containing a certain number of time slots. A time slot on successive frames would then form a 

channel. Other approaches such as phase modulation and optical code division multiple access 

(OCDMA) can also be employed to shared the capacity on a wavelength. In this dissertation, we 

will assume that the wavelength sharing is achieved in the time domain, however, the scope of 

dissertation is open to all wavelength sharing domains. 

The merging of traffic from different source-destination pairs is called fro^zc gmommg. Nodes 

that can groom traffic are capable of multiplexing/de-multiplexing lower rate traffic onto a wave

length and switching them from one lightpath to another. The grooming of traffic can be either 

static or dynamic. In static traffic grooming, the source-destination pairs whose requirements will 

be combined are pre-determined. In dynamic traffic grooming, connection requests from different 

source-destination pairs are combined depending on the existing lightpaths at the time of request 

arrival. 
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Recent advances in optical switching technology, as in [4, 5] and [6], have shown the possi

bility of realizing fast all-optical switches with switching time less than a nanosecond. The use 

of such fast switches along with fiber delay lines as time-slot interchanges [7, 8] have opened up 

the possibility to realize multi-fiber, multi-wavelength, optical time switched networks. These net

works will be referred to as WDM-TDM SwVfcAed or WDM Gmomwzg networks. WDM grooming 

networks employing WDM and TDM employ multiplexing mechanisms both in space and time 

domain. 

Converting the signal from one time slot on a wavelength to another is achieved by a device 

called f/me aW mfgrcWzggr (TSI). As the signals are transmitted using photons, that do not have 

valency, it is not possible to store the energy. In other words, there is no equivalent of a memory 

in the optical domain as that available in the electronic domain. The optical version of TSIs are 

designed usingdebry fines that are loops of fibers through which the signal is passed from 

one end and received at the other. Depending on the length of the fiber, different delay times can 

be achieved. The length of a fiber needed to delay a signal by one time slot interval is the product 

of the time unit and the speed of light. Delaying by more than one time slot can be achieved by 

cascading multiple delay units. Programmable delay lines can be implemented with switches and 

fiber delay lines by selectively activating specific stages of delay units. 

We now define a WDM grooming network more formally here. A WDM grooming network 

consists of switching nodes interconnected by links. A link I has F fibers with each fiber carrying 

VF wavelengths. Every wavelength is divided into frames with T time slots per frame. A cAannef 

is defined as a specific time slot on successive frames. The link has a total of fWT channels 

in it. Every channel on a link is denoted by a four-tuple (Z, /, w, Z) that denotes the link, fiber, 

wavelength, and time slot identifier on the link. 

or ca/A? arrive in network that require a certain number of channels from a source 

to destination node. The requests are accepted in the network along a certain path by assigning 

the requested number of channels on each link such that every intermediate node on the link can 

switch a specific input time slot to a specific output time slot. The switching capability of at a 
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node restricts the output channels to which an input channel can be switched to. For example, if 

a node does not employ wavelength conversion and time slot interchange, then an input channel 

can be switched to (f, if and only if = Wq and % = The restriction 

on being the same wavelength is removed if wavelength converters are available. Similarly, TSIs 

remove the constraint on the same time slot to be maintained at the input and output. 

Different nodes in the network could implement different node architectures. For example, one 

node could employ wavelength conversion but not TSIs while another node could implement TSIs 

but not wavelength converters. 

WDM grooming networks can be classified into two categories [9]: dedicated-wavelength 

TDM (DW-TDM) networks and shared-wavelength TDM (SW-TDM) networks. In DW-TDM 

networks, each source-destination pair is connected by a lightpath, where a lightpath is defined as 

an all-optical connection between two nodes. Calls between the source and destination arc multi

plexed on the lightpath. If the bandwidth required by a new call at a node is not available on any 

of the existing lightpalhs to the destination, a new lightpath to the destination is established. On 

the other hand, in SW-TDM networks, if a call cannot be accommodated on an existing lightpath 

to the destination, it is allowed to be multiplexed onto an existing lightpath to an intermediate 

node. The call is then switched from the intermediate node to the final destination either directly 

or through other nodes. However, if none of the existing lightpalhs from the node can accommo-

date the call, a new lightpath to the destination is established. In this dissertation, we consider 

SW-TDM networks. 

1.5 Issues and motivation 

The issues in optical networks can be classified into three categories: technological, design, 

and operation. Technological issues involve research on components, such as couplers, amplifiers, 

switches, etc., that form the building blocks of the networks. With the help of these components, 

one then needs to design a network. Issues in network design include minimizing the total net

work cost, ability in the network to tolerate failures, scalability of the network to meet the future 
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demands based on a projected traffic, etc. The operational part of the network involves monitoring 

the network for proper functionality, handling dynamic traffic in the network, reconfiguring the 

network in case of failure, etc. In this dissertation, we mainly concentrate on the network design 

and operation. 

Network design involves assigning sufficient resources in the network that could meet the traffic 

demand. Typically, network design problems consider a static traffic matrix and aim at designing 

a network that would be optimized based on certain metrics. Network design problems employ-

ing static traffic matrix are typically solved as optimization problems. If the traffic pattern in the 

network is dynamic, specific traffic is not known a-priori, then the design problem involves as-

signing resources based on a certain projected traffic distributions. In the case of dynamic traffic 

the network design attempts to quantify certain performance metrics in the network based on the 

distribution of the traffic. The most commonly used metric in evaluating a network under dynamic 

traffic pattern is proZxzMzfy. The blocking probability is computed as the ratio of number 

of requests that cannot be assigned a connection to the total number of requests. With this metric, 

one can make decisions on the amount of resources that need to be employed in a network, the 

operational policies such as routing algorithms, etc. 

Simulations can be used to measure the blocking performance of networks, however require a 

long time. In order to expedite this process, analytical models are employed that serve as a coarse 

tool for evaluating network performance. The analytical models are employed in the network de

sign phase to serve as an e/ÔMZMafzon crzferio where a network design with lower performance 

projected by the analytical models are rejected. Therefore, analytical models form a critical com

ponent of the network design phase. 

Analytical models for evaluating blocking probability in circuit-switched network have been 

in existence ever since the emergence of telephone networks. There are a wealth of resources 

available on the models of blocking probability developed for telephone networks, [10] and [11] 

for example. One key point that remains to be noted is that the blocking models developed for 

electronic circuit-switched networks assumed that the only reason for a request to be rejected is 
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the lack of capacity on a link. The reason for this is because the transmission and the switching 

both were electronic, hence full-permutation switching from one link to another was possible. 

With optical networks, the transmission of signals on the fiber has changed to the optical 

medium. In order to switch the connections in the optical domain, certain restrictions are imposed 

due to technological constraints. WzWengfA confmwify conjfnzmf that restricts a connection to 

occupy the same wavelength on every link of a chosen path from a source to destination is the key 

difference that led to the development of new analytical models for optical networks. It is to be 

noted that constraints such as wavelength continuity could result in rejecting a call even though the 

required capacity is available on all the links of the path. The reason for rejecting a request is due 

to the inability of the intermediate node to switch the connection between two links. Hence, newer 

models aim at modeling the switching capabilities at a node. 

Analytical models for wavelength-routed networks were initially developed based on the as

sumption of statistical link load independence [12, 13, 14]. These models assumed that the traffic 

on a link is independent of other links in the network. Analytical models for quantifying the bene-

ftts of employing wavelength conversion capability in a network were later developed [15,16,17] 

with the assumption of statistical link load independence. Subramaniam and Somani [18] intro-

duced the concept of link-load correlation and evaluated the blocking performance of networks 

with sparse-wavelength conversion, where only a few nodes in the network have full-wavelength 

conversion capability. Analytical models for multi-fiber networks were developed by extending the 

models for single-fiber wavelength-routed network [19, 20]. Models for limited-range wavelength 

conversion can be found in [21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. The analytical models assume fixed-path routing, 

i.e., the path that is chosen for establishing a connection from the source to destination is known 

apriori. Analytical models that account for dynamic routing based on up-to-date network status are 

complex, hence have received very little attention[26]. Analytical model for WDM/TDM networks 

can be found in [9, 27]. 

Almost all of the analytical models described above except [18] assume that all the nodes in 

the network employ similar switching architectures. In [18], a node can either implement either 
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no wavelength conversion or full-wavelength conversion. Hence, the analytical models either have 

only one type of node architecture or at-most two. Analytical models for multi-fiber wavelength 

routed networks can be applied to WDM/TDM networks, however, the wavelength switches that 

are employed must have full-permutation switching capability. The major limitations of the ana

lytical models developed thus far is that they are not generalized to consider multiple switching 

architectures at nodes on the path. Such a lack of generalization motivated the research presented 

in this dissertation. 

1.6 Contributions of the dissertation 

The goal of the dissertation is to provide a generalized network model that would allow us 

to model different switching architectures and develop a framework for connection establishment 

and blocking performance analysis on the generalized network model. The contributions of the 

dissertation, organized in various chapters, is as below: 

In Chapter 2, we present our generalized network model called Trunk Switched Network (TSN). 

The generalized network model is based on grouping of channels on links, referred to as trunks, 

that could be switched at a node. Every node in the network views the links attached to them as 

trunks and is capable of switching channels among the same trunk. We illustrate the generalized 

nature of the proposed network model bv examples where different optical node architectures are 

be modeled using the proposed network model. 

In Chapter 3, we develop a framework for connection-establishment in a TSN. The framework 

is based on a matrix representation for links that stores the information about the channels on the 

link. We illustrate with examples the different kinds of information that could be obtained from a 

link and different methods of combining those information to obtain the information on a path. We 

complete the framework by presenting a methodology for path selection and channel assignment, 

equivalent of assigning resources on a link. We show that different path selection algorithms 

and wavelength/time slot/channel assignment algorithms developed earlier in the literature can be 

derived from this connection establishment framework. 
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In Chapter 4, we develop a framework for analysis of blocking performance in a TSN. We 

analyze the network blocking performance by considering the blocking performance of a path. We 

analyze a path by considering as it as two hops and applying iteration. Such an approach requires 

detailed modeling of only a two-link path, which is then modeled in a generalized manner to ac

count for different switch architectures and multiple capacity requirement for traffic. We develop 

an analytical model for evaluating the blocking performance of establishing a multicast tree. We 

analyze the blocking performance for establishing a multicast tree by splitting it into multiple paths 

and combine the path blocking performance to obtain the blocking performance for establishing 

the tree. We develop a mapping methodology by which the distribution of trunks as viewed by 

one node can be translated to that viewed by another, enabling us to model a network with het-

erogeneous switching architectures. We also provide an iterative methodology for employing the 

analytical model to improve accuracy. 

In Chapter 5, we validate the analytical model by comparing the results of blocking perfor

mance obtained using simulation. Through extensive simulation on different networks, we demon-

strate the accuracy of the proposed analytical model. From the performance results, it is observed 

that smaller improvements in architectures could result in a significant improvement in perfor

mance. We show that the analytical model of a tree can be approximated with that of a path having 

the same number of links as in the tree. The analytical model assumes fixed-path routing strategy 

in the networks for reasons of tractability. 

In Chapter 6, we consider dynamic routing strategies. We consider a wavelength-level groom

ing network in which the nodes can groom traffic only on the same wavelength. We propose a 

request-specific routing algorithm, called SAorfgjf fWi algorithm, that selects the short

est path among those that can accept the request. We propose a new mechanism to compute the 

effective network utilization in the network that would quantify the efficiency of a routing algo

rithm. We show that significant improvement in performance is achieved by employing routing 

mechanisms that consider request characteristics in selecting a path. We study the effect of 

perjzfy rowing that allows to split a connection into multiple smaller connections and assigning 
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them channels on different wavelengths on the same path. We compare the effectiveness of this 

scheme versus increasing the grooming capability and show that dispersity routing could achieve 

significant performance without the need for increasing grooming capability. Dispersity routing 

is an inexpensive alternative as compared to increasing grooming capability at the nodes in the 

network. 

In Chapter 7, we present our conclusions from the research conducted in this dissertation. We 

also list out the possibilities for future research and comment on applicability of the model in 

networks that do not necessarily employ the optical technology. 

1.7 Summary 

In this chapter, some background on optical networks was presented, specifically what mo-

tivated the deployment of today's WDM grooming networks. We identified important research 

issues and how various researchers have addressed these issues in the past. We identified that 

there is a need for a generalized network model that would enable modeling of optical network 

with heterogeneous grooming capabilities under a unified framework. The development of such a 

framework is the major contribution of this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 2 Trunk Switched Networks 

Networks of the past had both the medium of transmission and processing technology as elec

tronics. Hence, the transmission and processing bandwidth at nodes were approximately of the 

same order. Electronic technology advanced simultaneously on the transmission and processing 

sides leading to a matched growth in the evolution of the networks. With the shift to the optical 

technology, the transmission capacity has taken a quantum leap while the processing capacity has 

seen only modest improvements in electronics. Optical processing is currently in the infancy stage 

and is not expected to be deployed widely in the near future. Hence, the backbone networks of the 

near future are expected to remain circuit-switched with a possibility of having optical switching 

at the intermediate nodes. 

The increase in the transmission capacity in terms of multiple wavelengths each operating at 

few tens of gigabits per second with multiple time slots within a wavelength requires an equivalent 

increase in the electronic processing for efficient operation of networks. However, it is imprac

tical to match the power of the optical technology with that of the electronic electronics if the 

nodes were to process the entire information that is received from different links it is connected to. 

Hence, the switching trends of the present-day and the near future revolves around having multi

ple simple processing devices that work independently on parts of the information that is received 

at a node. Such a network with nodes employing multiple independent processing elements that 

work independently on parts of the received information is a new paradigm that requires research. 

To this end, we make the first attempt in providing a generalized framework that would describe 

such a network. In this chapter, we propose a generalized network model called Trw/it SwifcAgd 

(TSN). A TSN is a two-level network model in which the a link is considered as multiple 
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channels and channels are combined together to form groups called fnmkf. We use this concept to 

develop a node architecture that is capable of grooming sub-wavelength level traffic over a link. 

The chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.1 introduces the network architecture explaining 

the concept of trunks and channels. Section 2.2 describes the node-architecture in a TSN. The 

concept of free, busy, and available trunks are explained with example in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 

provides examples highlighting the modeling of WDM grooming networks as TSNs. 

2.1 Network architecture 

A Trunk Switched Network (TSN) consists of nodes interconnected by links. Each link ^ has 

a set of channels denoted by Q. A node views a link connected to it as groups of channels called 

A at a node is defined as a unique non-null set of channels in a link. The number of 

trunks as viewed by a node i is denoted by Jfj. The set of channels of a link I that fall within a 

trunk % at node % is denoted by %% . L# 5% % = J denote the number of channels in the set 

With the above definition of trunk, we have %% % n = ^6. 

2.2 Node architecture 

Nodes in a TSN view the links as a set of trunks. Besides being a source or a destination 

of a connection in a network, a node can also act as an intermediate switching node for other 

connections that pass through it. Hence, the functionality of a node includes switching of channels 

from one link to another link in order to facilitate a connection. The switching architecture of a 

node in a TSN is shown in Figure. 2.1. The figure shows a node with four links. The trunks from 

the links are first isolated by trunk de-multiplexers. The isolated trunks are then fed into a stage of 

full-channel interchangers (FCI). The trunks from the different links are fed into their respective 

trunk switches. After the switching stage, the trunks are fed into a final stage of FCIs similar to 

that employed in the first stage. The trunks from the different switches are then combined using 

trunk multiplexers and sent out in the corresponding output links. One of the input and output links 
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are assumed to be dedicated to the node to source and sink its own traffic. 

Input Links Output Links 

<^> Full Channel Interchanger ^1 Trunk Demultiplexer 

jjjj Trunk Switch ^ Trunk Multiplexer 

Figure 2.1 Node architecture in a trunk switched network. 

The switching architecture employed at every node in a TSN obeys the following two condi

tions: 

« A full-channel interchanger (FCI) for every trunk is employed at the input and output stages 

of the node, as shown in Figure. 2.1. 

« Switching at a node obeys trunk-continuity constraint, i.e., the channels cannot be switched 

across trunks. Therefore, the trunk switches at a node function independently. 

A full-channel interchanger (FCI) has the ability to convert any channel within the trunk on a 

link to any other channel within the same trunk on that link. Note that an FCI switches channels 

within the same trunk on a link and does not have the capability of switching the channels across 
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links. This functionality allows a node to operate in an autonomous manner. For example, it is 

possible to re-arrange the channel assignments at a node without involving co-ordination with the 

neighboring node in order to optimize the network operation as long as the channel assignments on 

the links are kept the same. Another use of such a functionality is to employ specialized monitoring 

functions on a specific channel on the input link. The ability to re-arrange the channels inside 

the node allows the node to monitor different channels at different instants of time without co

ordinating with the neighboring nodes. The second constraint is employed due to the limited 

switching resources at a node. It is also assumed that every trunk switch is in a node has the same 

architecture. 

The definition of a trunk could be different at different nodes. A TSN is said to be AomoggMgowj 

if the collection of channels that constitute a trunk at a node is the same for all the nodes in the 

network. Otherwise, it is said to be Agfgmggngozw. It is to be noted that the above definition does 

not specify any constraints on the switch architecture employed for each trunk at a node. The 

architecture of the trunk switches can be different at different nodes although all the nodes in the 

network view the links in the same manner. 

2.3 Free and busy trunks 

A channel on a link is said to be if it is allocated for a connection. Otherwise, it is said 

to be free. A trunk on a link at a node is said to be busy if all the channels on the trunk are busy. 

Otherwise, it is said to be free. The number of channels busy on a trunk at the input of a node is the 

same as the number of channels busy on the trunk at the input to the switch at the node. However, 

the distribution of the busy channels on the trunk at the input of the node may be different from 

that at the input of the switch. The number of trunks busy at the input of a node is the same as the 

number of trunks busy at the input of the switch at that node. 

Now, consider a specific trunk at a node that acts as an intermediate switching node for a 

connection to be established. Figure. 2.2 shows the channel occupancy status of the trunk under 

consideration at the input and the output of the trunk switch at the intermediate node. The node has 
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four incoming links. Note that the channel occupancy described in the figure denotes the channel 

status after the input FCI stage and before the output FCI stage. 

Input Link 1 

Input Link 2 

Input Link 3 

Input Link 4 

rwr 

fsrzrn 

B Busy channel 

mmr 

JEU 

BEI 

Output Link 1 

Output Link 2 

Output Link 3 

Output Link 4 

| | Free channel 

Figure 2.2 Channel occupancy at the input and output of a trunk switch at an 
intermediate node on a path. The channel occupancy shown here is 
after the FCI at the input stage and before the FCI at the output stage. 

This trunk under consideration is said to be avaiZaMe on a two link path involving a certain 

link at the input of the switch and a certain link at the output of the switch if any free channel on 

the input link can be switched to any free channel on the specific output link. For example, if the 

trunk switch has full-permutation switching capability, then any free channel at any input link can 

be switched to any free channel at the output link but within the same trunk. In this case, if any of 

the first three links at the input and any of the output link is chosen, then the trunk is available on 

the two-link path. However, if link 4 at the input is chosen, then it has no free channels, hence the 

trunk is not available for the two link path. When a trunk switch has full-permutation switching 

capability, it has freedom to switch the channels in the space and channel domains. 

If the trunk switch implements only a space switch, then a free channel on a link at the input 

must be switched to the same channel at any of the output hnk. Such switch does not have the 

flexibility to switch in the channel domain. Assume that link 1 at the input and output are the two 

links of the two-link path. At the input of the switch channels 2 and 3 are free while at the output 

they are not. As the channels can be switched only in the space domain (across links) but not in 

the channel domain, the trunk cannot be used for establishing a connection on the two link path 
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involving the first link at the input and output. A trunk can be free at both the input links at a node, 

however it may not be available on a path having those two links as the trunk switch does not have 

the capability to switch the free channel at the input to a free channel at the output. If link 1 at 

the input and link 2 at the output are part of a path, then the channel 2 on the trunk is free, hence, 

the trunk is said to be available on the two-link path. A node employing space switches for every 

trunk is said to employ cWmeZ-apace awifcAmg (CSj due to the FCI at the input stage of the node. 

2.3.1 Sub-trunk assignment for multicast connections 

Multicast connections are established in these networks by copying the signal in an input chan

nel and switching the individual copies to multiple output channels. However, it is constrained that 

all the copies of the input signal should remain within the same trunk. Hence, this copying will 

also be referred to as mfra-frwnt copying. The total number of copies that can be made from an 

input signal is limited by the number of channels within a trunk. The number of copies that are 

made from an input signal is referred to as degree of apZiffzng. 

2.4 Modeling a WDM grooming network as a TSN 

A single-fiber wavelength-routed WDM network employing W wavelengths can be modeled as 

W trunks with one channel per trunk. A multi-fiber multi-wavelength wavelength-routed network 

with F fibers and W wavelengths with no wavelength conversion can be viewed as VK trunks with 

F channels per trunk. If full-wavelength conversion is available, then a link can be viewed as a 

single trunk with fW channels. However, networks that employ limited-wavelength conversion, 

as defined in [22] and [25], cannot be modeled easily or effectively as a TSN, as full-permutation 

wavelength-conversion is not employed. 

Now, consider WDM grooming network. Let the links in the network employ three fiber, three 

wavelengths per fiber and two time slots per wavelength (F = 3, W = 3, T = 2). Figure 2.3 

shows the eighteen channels that are available on a link. The shapes of the figures represent the 
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time slots, the shades of the shapes represent wavelengths, and the number of shapes of a certain 

shade represents the number of Abers. 

o o A A 
A 

o o A A 
o A 

0 # A A 
# A 

Figure 2.3 Representation of eighteen channels in a link having three fibers, three 
wavelengths per fiber, and two time slots per wavelength. Shapes 
represent time slots, shades represent wavelengths, while the number 
of shapes of a certain shade represents the fibers. 

* If time slot interchange and wavelength conversion are not permitted, a node % views a link ^ 

as WT trunks where each wavelength and time slot combination forms a trunk, i.e., X le t(w , t) ~ 

{(Z, /, w,Z)|l < / < F}, where I < w < IV and 1 < f < T. Every trunk has F channels as 

shown in Figure. 2.4(a). 

* If time slot interchange is permitted, but not wavelength conversion, a node % views a link ^ as 

W trunks where each wavelength forms a trunk, i.e., — {(Z, /, w, f) 11 < ( < T and 1 < 

/ < F}, where 1 < w < W. Every trunk has FT channels as shown in Figure 2.4(b). 

* If full-wavelength conversion is permitted, but not time slot interchange, then for a given 

link Z, a time slot on all the wavelengths can be grouped to form a trunk, i.e., , — 

{(Z, /, iu,f)|l < w < IV oW 1 < / < F}, where 1 < ^ < T. Every trunk has has 

Fly channels as shown in Figure 2.4(c). 

* If both full-wavelength conversion and time slot interchange are permitted, then the entire 

link is treated as one trunk with FiVT channels, as shown in Figure 2.4(d). 
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Figure 2.4 Possible grouping the channels in a link as trunks, (a) Wave-
length-Time slot trunk (b) Wavelength trunk; (c) Time slot trunk; and 
(d) Link is a trunk. 

2.5 Summary 

In this chapter, we developed a network model called Trunk Switched Networks (TSN). Ev

ery link in a TSN is viewed as a set of channels. Nodes in a TSN combine the channels with 

similar properties into groups called (rwfi&a. We discussed the node architecture in a TSN and 

the classification of TSNs into homogeneous and heterogeneous networks based on the grooming 

architectures at nodes. We illustrated with examples the modeling of networks various grooming 

architectures as TSNs. 
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CHAPTER 3 Connection Establishment 

Wide-area networks employing optical communication technology are expected to be circuit-

switched in nature. The primary service provided by a circuit-switched network is to establish 

communication path between two nodes in the network. Requests or calls arrive at nodes in the 

network that require a connection of a certain bandwidth to another node. The setting up of a 

communication path between the nodes referred to as connection establishment. 

In this chapter, we develop a framework for connection establishment in optical networks, 

called MICRON (Methodology for Information Collection and Routing in Optical Networks), 

emphasizing on methodology to maintain link information, combining link information to obtain 

path information, path selection, and sub-trunk and channel-assignment process. The chapter is 

organized as follows: Section 3.1 describes the steps involved in establishing a connection in 

circuit-switched networks and their classification. The prior work on connection-estabhshment in 

wavelength-routed WDM networks and WDM grooming networks are also discussed. An example 

network is described in Section 3.2 that will be used throughout this chapter for illustration. In 

Section 3.3 we develop the MICRON framework and illustrate with examples the features of the 

framework. Section 3.4 describes with an example the usage of the connection establishment 

framework to model a node employing channel-space switching. 

3.1 Connection establishment in circuit-switched networks 

Connection establishment in a circuit-switched network consists of two steps: pof/i Wecfzon 

and resource a&Hgnmfnf. Path selection refers to selecting a path from source to destination based 

on certain criteria. Resource assignment refers to assigning one or more channels depending on 
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the requirement of the request on every link of the chosen path. 

3.1.1 Path selection 

The first step of the connection establishment process, namely path selection, can be carried 

out in several ways. If a source-destination pair has one pre-selected path, then it is referred to 

as /ked-pafA approach. If a path is selected depending on the network status from a pre-selected 

set of candidate paths, then it is referred to as a/femafg Wecfzon. The set of candidate paths 

remain the same at all times and do not change with the network status. If the candidate paths are 

chosen based on the network status, the path selection process is referred to as dynamic mwfmg. 

Dynamic path selection and dynamic routing approaches require network state information to be 

maintained at different nodes in the network. 

Up-to-date network state information is collected in the network either though /mt-gfafg or 

dij&zMce-vgcfor protocols. In link-state protocol, every node in the network transmits to every 

other node its node information and the information of the links that it is connected to. Hence, 

every node in the network has the precise knowledge on the topology and the current status of 

the network. The main drawback of this approach is that it is not scalable. As the network size 

increases, the amount of information that needs to be maintained at a node also increase. Hence, it 

is impractical to adopt this approach for large networks. Wide-area optical networks are expected 

to employ only a few nodes. Therefore in the context of optical networks, employing link-state 

protocols is still a preferred method of information collection. 

Distance-vector protocols maintain up-to-date network information by exchanging the node 

and link information with neighbors. Nodes in a network employing such an approach for infor

mation collection do not have the knowledge of the network topology. Every node maintains a 

routing table that would indicate one or more preferred neighbor to reach a destination node. The 

main drawback of this approach is the scalability, however due to a different reason as compared 

to the link-state approach. As the changes in the network information is propagated through a 

series of neighborhood information changes, it takes a significant amount of time for the changes 
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in one part of the network to be reflected in the other regions. The time required for a change in 

the network to be propagated increases with increase in the network size. Also, such an approach 

does not always necessarily result in the convergence of the network state as viewed by the nodes. 

A preferred approach to path selection in large networks is to employ alternate path selec

tion. Selecting a path from a fixed set of candidate paths requires information to be collected on 

those candidate pairs. This information can be collected as a part of the connection establishment 

procedure by sending requests along all the candidate pairs. Note that such an approach can be 

employed after a request arrival at a node, hence the information that is collected can be tailored 

to the requirements of the call. 

Path selection algorithms are also classified based on how the path selection decisions are made. 

If' the source node selects a path to the destination, then it is referred to as source routing. Note 

that such a routing in the network requires the source to have entire knowledge about the network 

to make the decision. Hence, networks that employ source routing also employ link-state protocol 

for information collection. If the path selection is done independently at different nodes, it is re

ferred to as distributed routing. In networks that employ distance-vector protocols for information 

collection, nodes do not have the knowledge of the entire network topology. Hence, requests for 

a connection to a certain node are forwarded to a preferred neighbor node. The neighboring node 

then makes the decision on the next hop of the connection. In such an approach, the source node 

does not have control over the connection that is estabhshed in the network. Both the above men

tioned approaches have their own advantages and dis-advantages. In source routing, the source 

node has complete control over the established path. Such a control is an advantage when the node 

attempts to include or avoid certain nodes in the path or implement quality of service requirements. 

However, the major drawback of source routing is the requirement on the knowledge of the entire 

network to select a path. Distributed routing has its advantage that an intermediate route could re

route the connection request depending on the current network status, thus adapting to the network 

changes more easily as compared to source routing. However, the disadvantage is that the source 

node does not have the control over the path that is chosen. 
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Path selection can be made either before or after a request arrival. Algorithms that select a 

path before a request arrival typically select the path such that most of the requests can be accom

modated. Such an approach to path selection is referred to as where a path 

is selected based only on the destination node. Algorithms that select paths after the arrival of a 

request can prune the set of candidate paths based on the request characteristics. Such algorithms 

are referred to as rggwgff-apgci/zc algorithms. The paths that are selected from a specific source 

to destination could be different for requests with different requirements. The former approach 

requires continuous monitoring of the network status. Although a path is readily available when 

a request arrives when destination-specific approach is employed, a connection may still not be 

estabhshed as changes in the network need not be reflected immediately. If the network has slow-

varying dynamics, then such situations arc rare. Hence, a destination-specific approach would have 

a lower connection establishment time as compared to a request-specific approach. 

3.1.2 Resource assignment 

The second step of connection establishment process, namely resource assignment, can have 

many versions as well. On a chosen path, one or more channels can be assigned on every link 

that is either based on some global metric or just based on the available resources on the path. For 

example, in a wavelength-routed network, resource assignment refers to wavelength assignment. 

Wavelength assignment algorithms such as random wavelength assignment or first-fit wavelength 

assignment assigns resources based on the status of path. Wavelength assignment algorithms such 

as most-used or least-used wavelength assignment policies assign a wavelength based on the wave

length usage across the entire network. 

3.1.3 Prior work in connection establishment in WDM grooming networks 

The two steps in connection establishment has been referred to as rowing and wave/gngfA af-

MgMTMgMf (RWA) in the context of wavelength-routed networks and has received extensive attention 

from the research community in the early years of optical networking research. Several RWA algo
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rithms have been proposed for routing static traffic demands to optimize the network capacity by 

formulating them as integer linear programming (ILP) problems. While such an approach could 

produce the optimal solution for static traffic demands, applying these techniques to dynamic traffic 

is not practical due to their prohibitively large computation time. Such an approach would require 

much more computational complexity when sub-wavelength traffic is considered. Hence, heuristic 

based solutions are preferred for connection establishment under dynamic traffic scenario. 

Path selection in wavelength-routed WDM networks has been studied extensively in the lit

erature. Wavelength assignment in networks employing fixed-path routing has been analyzed in 

[28]. Routing in networks with more than one candidate path has been shown to offer signili-

cant performance improvement[29]. Fixed alternate path routing (FAPR) has been studied in [30] 

and [31]. Fixed-path least-congestion routing (FPLCR) has been analyzed in [32]. In these ap

proaches, a path from a source to destination is selected from a set of pre-computed paths. While 

FAPR attempts the paths in a specified order, FPLCR selects the least loaded path. In [33], a 

wavelength-routed network with W wavelengths and no wavelength conversion is treated as W 

networks with one wavelength each. Shortest path algorithm is applied on each network. A re-

quest from a source to destination is assigned a connection on a wavelength that has the minimum 

path length. The impact of distributed routing on the connection setup time and stabilizing time 

for exchanging of network state has also been analyzed in [33]. In [34], alternate link routing 

(ALR) is proposed. In this approach, a pre-computed set of preferred links to reach a destination 

is available at every node. A request is forwarded on any one of the preferred outgoing links to 

the destination. In [26], an analytical model is developed for evaluating the blocking performance 

of various routing algorithms, including adaptive unconstrained routing which does not restrict the 

path selection to any pre-defined set of routes. Mechanisms for controlling setup and tear-down of 

lightpaths and network update procedures for wavelength-routed networks are presented in [35]. 

A survey on routing and wavelength assignment algorithms in wavelength-routed WDM networks 

can be found in [36]. 

Routing, wavelength and time-slot assignment, referred to as RWTA, in WDM grooming 
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networks has received very little attention in the research community [37]. Earlier work on 

WDM grooming networks concentrate on performance analysis of fixed-path (shortest-path) rout

ing strategies with random wavelength assignment [27]. However, there has been very little or no 

significant research can be found in the literature on dynamic routing in WDM grooming networks. 

3.2 Example network 

Consider the example two paths from node 1 to 5 in a network shown in Figure 3.1. Let the 

nodes be connected using links employing three fibers each carrying three wavelengths and two 

time slots per wavelength. Also assume that nodes 1, 3, 6, and 7 are wavelength-level grooming 

nodes; nodes 2 and 5 are time-slot-level grooming nodes; and node 4 is a full-grooming node. 

Wave length-level grooming nodes view the link as 3 wavelength trunks (denoted by Wx, W2, and 

W3) with 6 channels in each, time slot-level grooming nodes view a link as two time slot trunks 

(denoted by Ti and Tg) with 9 channels in each, and a full-grooming node views a link as one trunk 

(denoted by Fi) with 18 channels. 

O Wavelength-level 
grooming node 

Time slot-level 
grooming node 

Full grooming 
node 

Figure 3.1 An example network showing two paths from node 1 to node 5. 

Figure 3.2 shows the expanded view of the network indicating the different trunks at the nodes. 

For example, consider trunk W1 of node 1 and trunk T1 of node 2. Let ^ denote the link that 

connects node 1 to 2. The number of channels in the link ^ that belongs to both the trunk Wi at 

node 1 and Ti at node 2 is 3. The corresponding three channels are (^2,1,1,1), (^2,2,1,1) and 

(^12,3,1,1), each channel belonging to a distinct fiber. The arrow connecting trunk W1 of node 1 to 

trunk Tl of node 2 indicates the number of free channels that belong to both the trunk definitions. 
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A value of 3 indicates that all the channels belonging to both the trunk definitions are free. An 

arrow connecting a trunk at a node to a trunk at its neighboring node refers to a sub-trunk. Note 

that, if there are no channels present in a sub-trunk, then the arrows are not shown. For example, 

consider nodes 6 and 7. Both the nodes are wavelength-level grooming nodes. Therefore, there are 

no channels that would belong to a sub-trunk 8^, where z, ?/ € { Wi, Wg} and z ^ Hence, 

the corresponding arrows are not shown in the figure. 

Mode 1 Node 3 

Mode 2 

Node 4 

Node 6 Node 7 

3 

Wl 

0 

Wl 

W2 

4 

W2 

W3 W3 

Node 5 

Figure 3.2 Expanded view of the network with channel occupancy information. 

Assume that the network is observed at some instant of time during its operation and the chan

nel occupancy in the links are known. Let ^(Z, /, w, t) denote the status of the channel: denoted by 

0 if occupied by a connection, 1 if the channel is free. Let (Z, /, w, denote if the channel 

is assigned for a primary (or working) connection (denoted by PRIMARY) or a backup connec

tion (denoted by BACKUP). Let (f, /, w, denote the set of requests that share the 

channel (Z, /, w, Z) for their backup paths. This implies that the primary paths of these requests are 

link-disjoint. 

Consider a request, say r, with a primary path already assigned. Let (/, /, 

indicate if the request r has its primary path link-disjoint with the primary paths of all the requests 
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that have their backup assigned on the channel (/, /, (denoted by 1 if it is link disjoint, 0 oth

erwise). If the channel is not assigned to either a primary or a backup connection, the value is set 

to 0. Such an information strictly identifies if the channel can be "shared" with already allocated 

backup connections. 

3.3 MICRON Framework 

We develop a framework for connection establishment in TSN. The framework includes the 

representation of link information, combining them to obtain the path information, selection of a 

path, and sub-trunk assignment. The steps are described in detail in the following subsections. 

The notations employed in developing the framework for the framework are listed in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1 Notations employed in the MICRON framework. 

Notations Description 

Ki Number of trunks as viewed by node i. 
Si Number of channels per trunk at node %. 

Set of channels on link ^ that fall within trunk z at node z. 
Set of channels on link ^ connecting node % to j that fall within trunk z at node / 

and trunk 3/ at node ; . (= D %^) 

Lij Information matrix for link % — j (Dimension = x Kj) 
-F%d Path information matrix for a specific path from node a to node d having one 

or more links. (Dimension = x fC,) 
Ui Unit row vector at node % (Dimension = 1 x fQ). All entries are 1. 

h Identity matrix at node * (Dimension = fQ x }Q). 
vad Path information vector for a specific path from node a to node d having one or 

more inks (Dimension = 1 x ^). 

3.3.1 Link information 

A link in a TSN connects two nodes that could view the channels in a link as different groups 

of trunks. The information about the channels representing each sub-trunk on a link is organized 

as a matrix. A link connecting node % and j is represented by a matrix as: 
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hi h. 2  • • •  hKj 

hi hi ••• hi<j 

(3.1) 

where each element denotes a certain property about the channels in the link that belong to the 

sub-trunk 8^. For example, consider the Link 1-2 in the example network shown in Figure 3.1. 

Node 1 views each wavelength as a trunk, hence has 3 trunks, node 2 views each time slot as a 

trunk, hence has 2 trunks. 1 lence, L12 is a 2 x 3-matrix. 

The matrix can denote different properties of the channels that belong to a certain sub-trunk. 

We discuss two specific examples in this chapter to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed 

framework. 

Case 1: Connectivity 

Assume that a connection request that arrives at a node requires a bandwidth of D channels. In 

order to determine if a link has enough capacity in each of its sub-trunk, every element of the 

matrix is denoted by 1 if the number of free channels that belong to a sub-trunk 8^ has a 

capacity of at least B. The matrix is defined as: 

where 1 < z < fQ and 1 < 3/ < It is observed that the matrix gives the connectivity 

information to route a call that requires a capacity of B without splitting the connection across 

sub-trunks. For the example network considered in Figure 3.1, the link information matrices for 

different links for connection requests of one channel capacity is shown in Figure 3.3. 

Case 2: Available Capacity 

In order to represent the available capacity on each sub-trunk of a link, every element of the 

( ( , / , > B  

0 otherwise 
(3.2) 
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Li 2 — 
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l igure 3.3 Link information matrices indicating if there is at least one free chan
nel in a sub-trunk. 

matrix is defined as the number of free channels that belong to a sub-trunk 0^ as: 

(3.3) 

where 1 < % < and 1 < %/ < AT, . The matrix representation for different links in the example 

network in Figure 3.2 are shown in Figure 3.4. 

L 12 

3 3 
2 2 
0 3 

^23 

^45 — [8 6] Lie 

L 75 

2 3 1 
2 2 2 

4 

O
 

O
 

0 5 0 L 
0 0 2 

" 3 3  
= 1 0 

0 2 

Lm  — 

L(i7 — 

4 
1 
0 

3 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 4 

Figure 3.4 Link information matrices indicating the number of free channels in 
a sub-trunk. 

Note that the matrices obtained using the available sub-trunk capacity also contains the infor

mation of the matrices representing connectivity information. Depending on the level of informa

tion that is required in the network, different matrix representations can be employed. 
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Case 3: Backup sharing 

In this case, it is assumed that a path for establishing a primary connection has been selected. 

A backup path for the request has to be computed, hence the matrix is Ailed with information 

related to the backup capacity that is freely available. This implies that the capacity has already 

been allocated as backup to some other connection in the network and the current request can be 

overloaded on that capacity as their primary paths are link disjoint. The matrix is defined as: 

^2 (( , / ,  (3.4) 

For example, assume that the link information depicted in Fig. 3.2 as the capacity that has 

already been allocated as backup to other connections in the network with which the backup for 

the request under consideration could be shared. The matrix representation in this case would be 

the same as that described for case of available information in Fig. 3.4. 

3.3.2 Path information 

The information about a certain path from a node * to & that are not physically connected by 

a fiber is obtained by combining the link information in the path. The matrix representation for a 

path is defined in a manner similar to that of a link. A path matrix from node i to t through j is 

obtained as a matrix multiplication of individual path segments ^ and as: 

f i t  = (3.5) 

We employ a generalized version of matrix multiplication to compute the path metric. An 

element (the superscript denotes the matrix to which the element belongs to) is obtained as: 

@ (Piz 8 @ ® (3.6) 

The operators ® and denoted as a tuple (g), ®), can be defined in different combinations so that 

several meaningful results are obtained. It can be observed that when ® is integer or real number 

multiplication and ® is integer or real number addition operation, the above equation denotes the 

traditional matrix multiplication. 
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To illustrate the significance of different operators, we consider the two example matrix rep

resentation of links, namely the connectivity and available capacity matrix representations, and 

apply two different set of operators to obtain different information from the network. 

Case 1: Arithmetic operators 

In this case, we consider the integer multiplication (x) and integer addition (+) as the operators 

for 0 and respectively. Consider the matrix representation shown in Figure 3.3 for a request 

that requires connection of one channel capacity. Applying the operator on the path 1-2-3-4-5, 

we obtain the path information matrix as: 

f 1-2-3-4-5 

4 4 

4 4 

2 2 

(3.7) 

An element pxy of the above matrix denotes the number of distinct sub-trunk selections avail

able from trunk x of node 1 to trunk y of node 5. For example, there are four paths that can start at 

trunk Wl of node 1 and end at trunk T1 of node 5. These four trunk assignments on the path are 

represented as a set of tuples containing node numbers and the trunk number on that node through 

which the connection passes through. The four possible trunk assignments on the path, denoted by 

Pi through 7=4 are: 

Pi : {(1, Wi), (2, Ti), (3, Wi), (4, Fi), (5,Ti)} 

f2 : {(1, Wi), (2, Ti), (3, W%), (4, Fi), (5, TJ} 

Fa : {(1, Wi), (2, %), (3, Wi), (4, FJ, (5, %)} 

Pi : {(1, Wi), (2, %), (3, Ws), (4, Fi), (5, %)} 

The existence of trunk assignment for other trunk pairs can be easily verified from Figure. 3.1. 

Consider the link information as shown in Figure 3.4. Applying the operator (x, +) on these 
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matrices results in the path information matrix for path 1-2-3-4-5 as: 

504 378 

P1-2-3-4-5 — 336 252 (3.8) 

240 180 

An element %% of the above matrix denotes the number of possible channel assignment combi

nations on the path that start at a certain trunk % on node 1 and end at a trunk 3/ on node 5. For 

example, consider the possible trunk assignments that start at trunk at node 1 and end at trunk 

Ti at node 5. On every sub-trunk on the path the number of ways of assigning a channel is the 

same as the number of channels in the sub-trunk. Hence, the number possible channel assignments 

on a specific trunk assignment on the path is the product of the number of channels on the assigned 

sub-trunk on every link. The number of possible channel assignments on the four possible trunk 

assignments Pi through P4 that start the connection at trunk Wx at node 1 and end at trunk Ti at 

node 2 are 192, 72, 192, and 48, respectively, adding up to 504 possible ways of channel assign-

ment. 

Case 2: Selection operators 

In this case, we assume that the operator ® indicates the minimum of the two operands while 

the operator ® indicates the maximum of the two operands. Applying this set of operation to the 

matrix representation in Figure 3.3 for connectivity, we obtain the matrix representation for the 

path 1-2-3-4—5 as: 

The elements of the matrix indicate the existence of a channel allocation scheme for one channel 

capacity call that would start at trunk z at node 1 and end at trunk ?/ at node 5. Note that matrix 

in Equation. (3.9) can be obtained from the matrix in Equation. (3.7) or (3.8) by replacing every 

element in the matrix by 1 if it is non-zero. 

1 1 

- P 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5  — 1 1  (3.9) 

1 1 
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Applying this set of operation to the matrix representation in Figure 3.4, we obtain the max

imum capacity that can be routed from node 1 to node 5 without splitting the connection. The 

matrix representation for the path is obtained as: 

Pi- 2-3-4-5 

2 2 

2 2 

2 2 

(3.10) 

Consider the possible trunk assignments that start the connection at trunk Wi at node 1 and end 

at trunk Ti at node 2. Consider the four possible trunk assignments Pi through P,. It is observed 

from Figure 3.1 that the trunk assignments F\ and P3 have the link connecting node 2 to 3 as 

bottleneck with two channel capacity. The trunk assignments fg and P; have the link connecting 

node 3 to 4 as bottleneck with one channel capacity. Hence, a maximum of two-channel capacity 

connection can be routed from node 1 to 5 starting at trunk W\ at node 1 and ending at trunk Ti at 

node 5. 

In the link information depicted in Fig. 3.2 is assumed to indicate the capacity available on 

each sub-trunk that has already been assigned to other connections as backup and could be shared 

with the request that is under consideration, employing the operator set (mi/n, max) would in a 

path matrix as shown in Equation 3.10. In this scenario, the elements of the matrix denote the 

maximum capacity that could be shared on the path by the request. 

333 Two-pass approach to connection establishment 

When a call arrives at a node, a request for connection establishment is sent along a set of 

candidate paths. The connection establishment is carried out in two passes: forward pa» and 

Reverse [38]. During the forward pass, the connection request is forwarded to the nodes 

along the path along with a vector, called Path Information Vector (PTV). The path information 

vector at a node & for a path p with source % and destination &, denoted by is of dimension 

1 x TQ- is obtained as a product of the path information vector at the source node and the 
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information matrix of the path connecting nodes % and t: 

(311) 

where LQ denotes the path information matrix at the source node which is always set as a unit row 

vector. 

Assume that in the path from node % to & passes through node j. Re-writing the above equation 

gives the relationship between the PIV vectors at node j  and node k. 

= (/«ft* (3.12) 

= (3.13) 

= (3-14) 

The matrix-vector multiplication employed above is similar to the generalized matrix multipli

cation proposed earlier in the paper with the operator tuple (0, ®). The elements of PIV at a node 

indicates specific properties about paths that end at a certain trunk. For example, if the link infor-

mation matrix represented in Figure 3.3 and operator (x, +) are employed, then the resulting PIV 

at each node indicates the number of possible trunk assignments on the path that would terminate 

the connection on a certain trunk at that node. 

During the forward pass of the connection establishment, a node j on the path p with source i 

can forward either the path information matrix to its neighboring node or the path information 

vector Forwarding the latter has the advantage of minimizing the amount of information 

forwarded. Note that the reduction information exchange will be significant when the number of 

trunks at a node is large. Hence, the path information vector at a node is known to the successive 

node in the path and will be used to assign a sub-trunk on the reverse pass. 

3.3.4 Path selection 

The path information vector can be used to select a suitable path from a given source-destination 

pair. 
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For example, consider the two paths from node 1 to 5: 1-2-3-4-5 and 1-6-7-5. Employing the 

matrix information represented in Figure 3.3 and operator (x, +), we obtain the path information 

vector for the two paths as: 

^1-2-3-4-5 — 

^1-6-7-5 = 

10 10 

1 2 

With these matrices known at the destination, one could employ different comparison algorithms 

to select a path. For example, the total number of trunk assignments possible on a path is obtained 

by summing all the elements of the matrix. A path that has the maximum value for this metric can 

be chosen for establishing the connection in order to distribute the traffic in the network. 

If the matrix representation in Figure 3.4 and operator (rnin, max) are employed, the path 

information vector for the two paths are obtained as: 

Vi-2-3-4-5 — 

^1-6-7-5 — 

2 2 

3 3 

It can be observed that the path 1-6-7-5 can route a call for three channel capacity request without 

splitting, while the other path cannot. Hence, if traffic requirements in the network are diverse 

and destination-based path-selection is employed, then the path 1-6-7-5 could be chosen so as to 

minimize the blocking at that instant of time. 

The selection of the path need not be based only on the path information vector. Different 

metrics such as hop-length, delay, abstract cost, etc. that could be included for link state vector 

and possible path selection schemes for WDM grooming networks are discussed in [39]. The path 

information vector can also be extended to include multiple metrics in order to select a path. 

3.3.5 Sub-trunk assignment 

At the end of the forward pass, the destination node has the path information vector for the 

different probed paths and selects a path based on a certain path selection algorithm. Once a path is 
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chosen, a sub-trunk has to be selected on every link of the path in order to complete the connection 

establishment. The sub-trunk assignment is carried out in two steps as: (1) The destination node 

first selects the trunk at its node where the connection would terminate; and (2) Every node in the 

network selects the output trunk at its previous node. If a link connects node i and j, then the node 

j selects the output trunk at node z, hence the sub-trunk assignment on the link %-j. 

Consider the information matrix represented in Figure 3.3 and operator (x, +). The path in

formation vectors obtained at different nodes are shown in Figure 3.5. 

til — 

tÏ3 = 

Vu — 

yis — 

[ i  1 1 ]  

i i i 

[ 2  3] 

[ 5 5 5 ] 

10 

1 1 
1 1 
0 1 

1 1 1 
1 1 1 

1 
1 
0 

1 1 1 -

= 23 

5 5 5 

=  [ 1 0 ]  

[ 10 10 

Figure 3.5 Path information vector computed at the nodes along the path 
1-2-3-4-5. 

The trunk assignment to end the connection at the destination node can be made using the path 

information vector. Several trunk selection schemes such as first-fit, best-fit, random, etc. could be 

employed. In this paper, we illustrate the random sub-trunk assignment. Let denote the trunk 

that is chosen to accommodate the connection at node &. 

In order to select a sub-trunk on link j — k, a rafio vecfor is computed at node k. The vector, 

denoted by is obtained as the product of the vector at the path information vector previous 

node, and the column vector of the link information matrix corresponding 

Vl 4%% 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 
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o Zizt ... o (Kj Xk (3.17) 

where Z,^(z%) denotes the transpose of the column vector corresponding to the column 3% of the 

matrix and the operator o denotes the element-wise operation on the row vectors. Again, one 

could define different operators depending on the construction of the information matrix. Since 

the input trunk at node t is decided, the choices of output trunk at node j is also dictated by the 

channel occupancy of the channels that fall within 0^. The output channel at node j can be 

selected in various ways using the ratio vector. 

During the reverse pass, a sub-trunk is allocated on the path. As node 5 is the destination, 

it selects a trunk for the connection to terminate. We illustrate the random sub-trunk assignment 

here. We assume that the operator o denotes integer multiplication'. 

The PIV at node 5 indicates that there are 20 possible sub-trunk assignments with each trunk 

being able to terminate 10 each. Hence, one of the two is chosen with equal probability. In 

general, if sub-trunk assignments are possible on the path that would terminate the connection 

at the destination node at trunk z, then the trunk z is chosen with a probability Pi , where ZQ 

denotes the number of trunks at the destination node d. In the example considered here, one of the 

two trunks is selected with equal probability. Assume that the trunk chosen is T2. The node also 

selects the output trunk at its previous node. In order to select this, the ratio vector is computed as: 

#45 10 10 (3.18) 

In this case, as only one output trunk is available, it is selected. Hence, on link 4-5, a channel 

that belongs to trunk F1 of node 4 and trunk T2 of node 5 is selected, node 5 confirms the selection 

of output trunk F1 to node 4 during the reverse pass in the network. 

As the trunk assignment for the connection at node 4 is decided by node 5, node 4 chooses the 

output trunk at node 3 by computing a similar ratio vector as: 

#34 = 5 5 5 1 1 0 5 5 0 (3.19) 

'The operator o is the same as operator <g> since the element-wise operation that is evaluated here is similar to the 
matrix-vector multiplication employed for computing path information vector. 
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#34 vector denotes the selection ratio for the three output trunks at node 3. Note that although 

there are 5 possible paths that could end at trunk W3 at node 3, there are no free channels on link 

3-4 that fall within trunk W3 of node 3 and trunk fi of node 4. This information is reflected in the 

selection ratio vector ^#34 as a zero entry corresponding to the ratio for trunk W3. Hence, trunk 

Wl or W2 is selected with equal probability. Assume that trunk W2 is selected in this case. 

At node 3, the vector #23 is computed as: 

#23 = 2 3 1 1 2 3 (3.20) 

node 3 selects the output trunk at node 2 in the ratio of 2:3, i.e, trunk TI is selected with a proba-

bility of 0.4 while trunk T2 is selected with a probability of 0.6. Assume that trunk TI is chosen. 

At node 2, the vector #12 is computed as: 

5l2 = 1 1 1 1 1 0 =  1 1 0  (3.21) 

One of the trunks Wi or W2 is chosen with equal probability. Assume that Wi is chosen. This 

selection is sent to node 1 completing the sub-trunk assignment. Now, the path established for 

the connection can be written as a set of node-trunk pair assigned at each node on the path 

{(1, Wi), (2,Ti), (3, Wz), (4, fi), (5,Tg)} or equivalency as a set of link and sub-trunks pair on 

the path {(^12, (4s, (44,(4s, 8^^)}. Any channel belonging to the 

sub-trunk assigned at a link can be chosen for establishing the channel as every node has full-

permutation switching capability within a trunk. 

It can be observed that such a trunk selection strategy selects with uniform probability a pos

sible sub-trunk assignment on the path. In the above trunk selection process, if the information 

matrix representation shown in Figure 3.4, operator (x, +), operator o set to multiplication, and 

random channel assignment within a chosen trunk on each link, then the resulting channel as

signment algorithm selects a channel uniformly from the set of all possible channel assignments 

possible on the path. 

Several other channel trunk selection approaches can be developed based on the proposed con

nection establishment framework. Selecting the trunk that has the minimum or maximum value 
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in the selection ratio vector would have effect similar to packing and spreading the connections 

across the available sub-trunk assignments in the path. In order to implement a first-fit sub-trunk 

assignment the first available trunk is chosen from the ratio vector. It can be easily observed that the 

routing algorithms that have been proposed earlier in the literature for wavelength-routed networks 

can be easily derived from the proposed framework. 

3.4 Modeling a channel-space switch using the connection establishment 

framework 

The connection establishment framework proposed in this chapter can be employed to simulate 

a network where the nodes employ channel-space switches. Modeling such a switching arehitec-

ture is achieved by incorporating dummy nodes in the network. 

Figure. 3.6(a) shows a node in a network with an incoming and out-going link. Assume that 

this node implements channel-space switching. This node is modeled with two dummy nodes as 

shown in Figure. 3.6(b). 

(a) >^0—>• 

(b) —>Q)——> 

Actual node in the network ([) Dummy node 

Figure 3.6 (a) A node in a network employing channel-space switching, (b) The 
node is modeled with two dummy nodes and two additional links. 

We illustrate the modeling of a network through an example. Consider a 3x3 uni-directional 

mesh-torus network as shown in Figure. 3.7. Assume that every link has F fibers, W wavelengths 

per fiber, and T time slots per wavelength. Let C denote the total number of channels in a link. 

For the sake of simplicity, assume that all the links have the same number of channels. Let a node 
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% view the links attached to it as trunks with $ channels in each. 

Figure 3.7 A 3x3 uni-directional mesh-torus network. 

Figure. 3.8 shows modeling of the 3x3 uni-directional mesh-torus network with dummy nodes. 

The shaded nodes represent the actual nodes in the network while the un-shaded ones represent 

the dummy nodes. Let the dummy nodes around an actual nodes be labeled based on the direction 

(right hand side node referring to east). Let zE, %7V, and denote the dummy node connected 

to right,  left ,  top, and bottom of a node i .  

The actual nodes in the network are made to view links as fWT trunks and the dummy nodes 

that are immediate neighbors of a node i view the link as ^ trunks. A link connecting a dummy 

node to an actual node in the network is represented by a x C matrix while a link connecting 

an actual node to a dummy node will be represented as a C x matrix. A link connecting two 

dummy nodes will be represented as a x if, matrix, where and denote the number of 

trunks as viewed by the source and destination dummy nodes. 

For example, assume that node 1 is a WG node and node 2 is a TG node, viewing the links as 

three and two trunks, respectively. The transpose of the information matrix of the link connecting 
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^ Actual nodes in the network Q Dummy nodes 

Figure 3.8 A 3x3 uni-directional mesh-torus network. 

tT _ 
1,11? — 

node 1 to IE is given by^: 

1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1  

The information matrix of link connecting node 2IV to 2 is given by: 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  

The information matrix of the link connecting node node IE to 21V is given by 

3 3 

^2W,2 — 

I, 12,2W 3 3 

3 3 

2The information matrix is represented in its transposed form to conserve space. 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 
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Note that the dummy nodes represent the full-channel interchanges that are present at the input 

and output stages at a node. It can be easily seen that if two nodes view the links in exactly the 

same manner, the link connecting the dummy node of the first link to that of the second link would 

be a diagonal matrix. In such a case, one of the dummy nodes can be removed from the network. 

If such a modified network is employed for simulation, the traffic in the network is generated and 

terminated only at the actual nodes in the network, hence dummy nodes do not contribute to the 

network traffic. 

3.5 Summary 

In this chapter, we developed a framework for channel establishment, called MICRON (Method-

ology for Information Collection and Routing in Optical Networks), in a WDM grooming network 

with heterogeneous switching architectures. We illustrate with examples the various information 

that could be collected from the links and various operators that could be used to obtain infor-

mation on a path. These information can be used to select a path dynamically depending on the 

network status. We complete the framework by providing a generic channel assignment procedure 

that could be employed to implement different specific schemes. The framework can be imple-

mented with simple traffic engineering extensions to the already existing routing protocols in the 

wide-area networks. 
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CHAPTER 4 Analysis for Blocking Performance 

One of the important performance metric by which a wide-area network is evaluated is based on 

the success ratio of the number of requests that are accepted in the network. This metric is usually 

posed in its alternate form as 6/octmg that refers to the rejection ratio of the requests in 

the network. The smaller the rejection ratio, the better the network performance. Although other 

performance metrics exist, such as effective carried traffic in the network, fairness of request rejec

tions with respect to requests requiring different capacity requirements or different path lengths, 

the most meaningful way to measure the performance of a wide-area network is through blocking 

performance. The other performance metrics described above can, to some extent, be obtained as 

functions of blocking performance. 

Analytical models that evaluate the blocking performance of wide-area circuit-switched net

works are employed during the design phase of a network. These models are typically employed 

as an gZWnafzon feaf, rather than as an acceptance test, in the design phase. In other words, the 

analytical models are employed as back of the envelope calculations to evaluate a network design, 

rejecting those designs that are below a certain threshold. 

In this chapter, we develop an analytical framework to evaluate the blocking performance of 

TSNs. The chapter is organized as below: Section 4.1 describes the assumptions on the network 

and traffic models considered for analysis. The estimation of call arrival rates on a link is outlined 

in Section 4.2. The path blocking performance is derived in Section 4.3. The computation of 

trunk occupancy distributions that maps the channel distribution at input and output links at a node 

to equivalent trunk distributions is described in Section 4.4. Analytical model for evaluating the 

blocking performance of a tree in a homogeneous TSN is developed by splitting a tree into multiple 
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paths and employing the path blocking performance, described in Section 4.6. Analysis for TSNs 

with heterogeneous switching architectures is developed in Section 4.7. 

4.1 Assumptions 

We use the following assumptions to develop an analytical model for evaluating the blocking 

performance of a TSN. 

* The network has TV nodes. 

» The call arrival at every node follows a Poisson process with rate A„. The choice of Poisson 

traffic is to keep the analysis tractable. 

* The calls can be either unicast connections with one destination or multicast connections 

with more than one destination. The traffic due to multicast connections is negligible. Hence, 

for the derivation of path and tree blocking probabilities, the network load is assumed to be 

entirely due to unicast connections. 

* The probability that a call requires for capacity 6 and is destined to a node that has a distance 

of z hop lengths is p zjNote that the distance refers to the length of the connection that 

needs to be established. 

* The maxmimum bandwidth requirement of a call is B and the maximum path length in the 

network is TV — 1. 

* The path selection is pre-determined (fixed-path routing), eg: shortest-path. 

* A request cannot be handled by multiple trunks at a node. 

* The holding time of every call follows an exponential distribution with mean The Erlang 

load offered by a node is p* = 

* Blocked calls are not re-attempted. 
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# A call is assigned a channel randomly from a set of available channels in a sub-trunk on a 

link. 

4.2 Estimation of call arrival rates on a link 

Typically, the network traffic is specified in terms of the offered load between node pairs. 

The call arrival rates at the nodes have to be translated into arrival rates at individual links in 

the network. The computation of blocking probability depends on the link arrival rates, and the 

link arrival rates, in turn, depend on the network blocking probability. However, if the blocking 

probability in the network is small, then its effect on the link arrival rates can be ignored. 

Consider a network with N nodes and L links, the average path length of a connection in the 

network is given by: 

N-1 
Zm, = 22 Z Pz (4.1) 

z=l 

where p z  is the path-length distribution. The path-length distribution is obtained from the joint 

probability distribution of path length and call capacity as: 

B 

Pz = (4.2) 
6=1 

Similarly, the average capacity requirement of a connection is given by 

B 

(4.3) 
b~l 

where pb is the probability that a call requires a bandwidth of 6 channels and is computed as: 

N-1 

(4.4) 

The average resource required by a call is computed as: 

#-i  a 
(4.5) 

z—1 b—1 
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Recall that A^ denotes the call arrival rate at a node. Let A denote the average link arrival rate 

and is computed as: 

The fraction of traffic that is not destined for a node is obtained as the ratio of the number of 

links a path that are not the last hop to the total number of links in the path. For a path with z 

links, there are (z — 1) intermediate links. Let Jc denote the fraction of traffic on a link that would 

continue on any neighboring links at a node. ^ is computed as: 

4 , ' (4.7) 

= 1 - ̂  (4.8) 

It is to be noted that the above expression gives the fraction of the traffic that is not destined for 

a node. Such traffic could continue on any of the output links at the node. The link load correlation 

is defined as the probability that a call on a link would continue to a successive link on a chosen 

path and is given by: 

7c = I1 " i ô  I  < 4 - 9 )  

where E denotes the number of links at the node that do not connect the node to any of the 

previous nodes in the path, referred to as edf /m&a. Hence, the arrival rate of traffic on a link that 

would continue to a successive link on a path is given by Ac = 

If the capacity requirement of every call in the network is one channel, then the link load 

correlation reduces to that derived in [18]: 

= <4'10) 
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First hop with (z-l) links Second hop 

Figure 4.1 A z-link path. 

4.3 Path blocking performance 

The network blocking probability is computed as the average blocking probability experienced 

over different path lengths. Consider a z-link path model as shown in Figure 4.1. The analysis that 

is developed in this section assumes that the capacity requirement of a call is r channels. 

Let 7^(T}) denote the probability of 7} trunks being available on a z-link path as viewed by 

the last node on the path' (node z). The definition of the trunk is as viewed by the node denoted 

by the suffix for P. f^(T} = 0) denotes the blocking probability over the z-link path. 

Let Pz(7},T|) denote the probability of 7} trunks being available on a z-link path with 7} 

trunks free on the last link. It can be seen that the last link should have at-least 7} trunks free, 

therefore 7] > 7}. 7^(T}) can then be written as: 

= E W/,7i) (4.11) 

where 7^ denotes the number trunks in the link as viewed by node z. 

A z-link path is analyzed as a two-hop path by considering the first z — 1 links as the first hop 

and the last two links as the second hop, as shown in Figure 4.1. Let 7% and 7^, denote the number 

of trunks available on the first hop and that which are free on the last link of the first hop (link 

z — 1), respectively, as viewed by the last node on the first hop (node z — 1). Let Ti and Tg denote 

the number of trunks free on the first hop and number of trunks free on the last link of the first hop 

as seen by the node in the second hop (node z). Pz(T}, 7)) can then be recursively computed as: 

'The destination is not considered as the last node in the path. 
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P,CZ),T,)= E E Ê Ê (4.12) 
3\=0 7^=Tk Ti=Ty 

where Pz(T}, 7}|Th, ?p) denotes the probability of 7} trunks being available on the second hop 

with 7] trunks free on the last link of the second hop given that trunks are available on the first 

hop with trunks free at the input to the node on the second hop. Pz,z_i(Th, T|,|7i, Tg) denotes 

the probability that the number of trunks available on the first hop and number of trunks free on 

the last link of the first hop as viewed by the node in the second hop (node z) are 7% and 

respectively, given that the trunk availability as viewed by the last node (node z — 1) on the first 

hop is Ti and Tg. For homogeneous TSNs, for any two successive nodes z — 1 and z on a path 

fz,z-i(Tk,^|Ti,%2) is defined as: 

f 1  ifTk-Tiand^-Tg 
(4.13) 

I 0 otherwise 

For a homogeneous TSN, Eqn. (4.12), therefore, reduces to: 

P,(7),T,)= E É P,-i(7h,7;) P(7),T,|T,,7;) (4.14) 
Th=Tf Tp=Th  

where X denotes the number of trunks in a link as viewed by the nodes in the network. 

The starting point of the recursion, for z = 1, is defined as: 

Pi(T,,r,) 
P(T.) if T,=Ti (415)  

0 otherwise 

where f (T)) denotes the probability of T) trunks being free on a link. The computation of P(7]) 

is discussed in Section 4.4. 

T},) is computed by conditioning on the number of trunks free on the last link as 

viewed by node z. From this point on, we concentrate on the second hop, which is a two-link path. 

The definition of trunk will be assumed to be as the one viewed by the intermediate node in the 

two-link path. 
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f,(7},7]|7%, 7^,) is computed as: 

P,(7W, 7^, T;) % if ^ > T/ 

P,(7),T;!?/,?;) - (4.16) 

0 otherwise 

where P;(7i|7%,Tj,) denotes the probability of 7) trunks being free on the last link given that 7% 

trunks are available on the first hop with 7^, trunks free on the last link of the first hop as viewed 

by node z. The number of trunks free on the last link depends on the number of trunks free on the 

previous links. If the correlation of traffic on a link is assumed to be only due to its previous link, 

then it is referred to as the Mar&ovwm corrg&zfzon. With the assumption of Markovian correlation, 

Pz(Tj|T\; Tp) can be reduced to P z(Ti\Tp). Hence, Eqn. (4.16) can be written as: 

Pz(T}|7h, 7^, 7;) denotes the probability that 7} trunks are available on the two-hop path given 

that 7; trunks are free on the last link and 7% trunks are available on the first hop with Tj, trunks 

free on the last link of the first hop. 7^(7}|7\, 7],, 7}) is computed by considering a two-link path 

as shown in Figure 4.2. The number of trunks free on the first link and that which are free on the 

second link are denoted by 7}, and 7}, respectively. 

Figure 4.2 Two link path model with the free and available trunks as viewed by 
the intermediate node. 

The trunk on a two-link path can be in any one of the following four states, as shown Figure 

PX7/|7%,7;,7])p,(r,|7;) if7% >7) 

&(7),T,|Th,7;) = (4.17) 

0 otherwise 

4.3: 
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First link Second Link 

1 
sE 

^0 Channels occupied by continuing calls 

Pf] Channels occupied by non-continuing calls 

| | Free channels 

Figure 4.3 Different possible states for trunk occupancy on a two-link path. 

* Case 1: The trunk is busy on both the links. The trunk can be either partially or fully 

occupied by continuing calls. Let Vc  denote the number of trunks busy on both the links. 

* Case 2: The trunk is busy on the first link but not on the second. 

» Case 3: The trunk is busy on the second link but not on the first. 

* Case 4: The trunk is free on both the links. Let 7& denote the number of trunks free on both 

the first and second links. However, this does not imply that these trunks are available on 

the two-link path. Let 7^ (7^, < 7&) denote the number of trunks available on the two-link 

path. When the node connecting the two links employs a full-permutation switch, a trunk is 

available on the two link path if it is free on both the links. Hence, 7^ = 

Let 7^(7^, 7b|7p,T() denote the probability that T& trunks are free on both the first and second 

link with 7^ among them being available on the two-link path given that 2], and 7) trunks are free 
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| | Trunks available on the two-link path 

Trunks available on the first hop 

U Trunks busy on the second link 

Trunks that are not available on the 
Hg first hop but free on the last link of 

the first hop 

tj unks free on both the first and second 
I k of the two-link path but not 

available on the two-link path 

Figure 4.4 Arrangement of trunk distribution on a two-link path. 

on the first and second links, respectively. 7^(7/|7%, Tj,, 7]) can then be written as: 

rnin(Tp,Ti) min(Tv ,Ti) 

P , ( 7 ) | 7 h , ^  E  ̂ ( 7 } | 7 L , 7 ^ , 7 \ , 7 ; , 7 ] )  ( 4 . 1 8 )  
T.=T/ 

where f^(7} |7^, T&, 7%, 7),, 7]) denotes the probability of 7} trunks being available on the two-hop 

path given that 7% trunks are available on the first hop, 7^ trunks are free on the first link (the first 

link in the two-link model is the last link on the first hop), 7] trunks are free on the second link. TJ, 

trunks are free on both the first and second link and 7% among them available on the two-link path. 

Figure 4.4 shows the pictorial view of the distribution of free trunks on the last link of the 

first hop and that of the two-link path model. From this figure, 7^(7}|7^,TLTL7],,7!) can be 

computed along the lines of the following argument. 

Assume that 7], trunks are free on the last link of the first hop with 7% among them available on 

the first hop. Also assume that 7& trunks are free on the first and second link of the two-link path 

with Tg among them being available on the two-link path. Among the 7^ available trunks on the 

two-link path exactly 7} trunks overlap with the 7\ trunks available on the first hop. The remaining 

trunks that are available on the first hop, 7% — 7}, are not available on the two-link path. This could 

occur in two cases: (1) the corresponding trunk is busy on the second link of the two-link path, or 

(2) the trunk is free on the second link but is not available on the two-link path (due to switching 

Last lmx of 
first hop 

Two-link path 
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constraints). The number of trunks that satisfy the latter case is — 7^. The required probability 

is computed by assuming that j of the trunks that are free on both the first and second link, but not 

available on the two-link path, overlap with the remaining 7% — T} available trunks of the first hop. 

The trunks on the second link corresponding to the remaining T& — 2} — j available trunks on the 

first-hop are busy. Thus, Tj,, T|) can be written as: 

where maa;(0, T& 4- Tk — Tj, — ?}) < j — T), T), - 7^)- For the special case, when the 

switch at a node has full-permutation switching capability, the above equation reduces to: 

'  ifr .-7} <7;-^ 

(4.20) 

otherwise. 

Also, for this case, f^,(Tk, ?]) = 0 if 7^ ^ Hence, Eqn. (4.18) can be written as: 

min(Tp ,Ti) 

f,(7)|Th,T;,T,)= g f(T;|r.,r.,T^^T()f(T.,T.|2;,T;) (4.21) 

The probability values, Fz(7^, f,(T(|7^), and f^(7|) are computed by considering a 

switch model as explained in the following subsections. 

4.4 Free trunk distribution 

Consider a two-link path model as shown in Figure 4.5. Let and denote the number of 

channels busy on the first link, number of channels busy on second link, and number of channels 

occupied by calls that continue from the first link to the second, respectively. Note that %c < 

The number of channels busy on a trunk at the input of node z is the same as the number of 

channels busy at the input of the switch (after the FCI) at the node, while the distribution of the 
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u 
P 

u c 

Figure 4.5 Two link model with channel distribution. 

busy channels at the input of the switch is independent of the distribution at the input of the node. 

Also, the state of a trunk (busy or free) at the input of the node is the same as that at the input to 

the switch. Therefore, the first link as referred to in this subsection would henceforth correspond 

to the link viewed at the input of the switch. 

Let A^, and A^ denote the arrival rate for calls that request for capacity 6 to the first 

link, the second link, and those that continue from the first link to the second. Note that A^) < 

mm(A^\ Ap)). The Erlang loads corresponding to the calls that occupy the first link, second link, 

and that which continue from the first to the second can be written as, and 

= 4r"' respectively. 

Let Up, and denote the number of channels busy on the first link, number of channels 

busy on second link, and number of channels occupied by calls that continue from the first link to 

the second, respectively. Note that < mm(%p, «;). 

The channel distribution on a two-link path can be characterized to a limited extent as a 3-

dimensional Markov chain. The state-space is denoted by the 3-tuple (%?, uj. Note that such 

a representation of the state of the two-links does not take into account the number of calls that 

require a certain specified bandwidth. The steady-state probability for the states is computed re

cursively by considering the number of calls that require a certain capacity, with B being the 

maximum capacity requirement of a connection, as: 

n('Up) tii, itc) ^Cb•> i ^c) (4.22) 
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where 0 < %? < 0 < u; < A"5", and 0 < %). G is the normalization constant 

and is defined as: 
Kg #3 ^ 

G  =  E  E  E  
Uc—Q up—0 ui~0 

U r  (4.23) 

€#(%?, Ui, «c) is recursively computed as: 

v^L^J v l^-J 
2^z=o 2^«=z 

(tip—«c)! uc\ (ui~uc)\ 
if6 = 1 

otherwise 

(4.24) 

Let l^,, l^, and %= denote the number of trunks busy on the first link, number of trunks busy on 

the second link, and number of trunks that are busy on both the first and second links, respectively. 

It can be observed that < 7mn(l^, T/%). The number of trunks free on both the links is given by, 

Tb = — (l^, + — %:)- The number of trunks available on the two-link path is denoted by T^. 

The state-space of the trunk distribution is captured by the 4-tuple (V^,, T^). The steady-state 

probability of the states can be computed by conditioning on the channel distribution, (itp, «J 

as: 
X3 

E E  E  (4.25) 
Mc=0 U p  —  U c _  U l  — U c  

where Vi, %=, 31i|up, itc) denotes the probability that the trunk distribution is in state 

M, X:, given that the channel distribution is (%,, Uc)- The following probability val

ues that are required to complete the analytical model, described in the previous section, can then 
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be derived from the above steady-state probability. 

P/T T IT 7^ = -  + -  r4?m 

_  _ y ; ( ^  -  ^  -  T ( ,  + 4  -  -  T ; ,  

K z  min(tp,Ti) min(tp ,Ti) 
fz(Tl) = E E E ^,-fp,#-7L#; + 4-4,-7W (4.28) 

tp~ o ta— 0 tb~ta  

The trunk occupancy probability for a given a channel distribution, is computed as: 

PJVp, Vh K, T„K, uc, Ut) = N*-M'V '-V<'T°\U(4.29) 

where ^(V^,, li, T^|%p, u;, %c) denotes the number of ways of arranging across & trunks, 

busy channels on the first link, ui busy channels on the second link, with uc channels among them 

being occupied by calls that continue from the first link to second, such that Vv trunks are busy on 

the first link, % trunks are busy on the second link with %. among them busy on both the links, 

and 3^ trunks being available on the two-link path. v4&(«p, denotes all possible ways of 

arranging across k trunks, ^ busy channels on the first link, u; busy channels on the second link 

with Uc channels among them being occupied by calls that continue from the first link to second. 

A&(up, «;,Uc) is recursively computed as: 

min(S,uc) min(S,up) min(S,ui) 

A&(%p,%z,%c)= E E E ^i(%,2/,z)A&_i(î^-z,%!-?/ ,%c-z) (4.30) 
2=0 œ=2 y=z 

where 0 < Up < A;g, 0 < u; < kS, and 0 < %;). The definition of Ai(z, y, z) 

depends on the nature of switch. 

7V%(V^, li, 14, Uc) (written as JV*,(.) for short due to space constraints) is assigned 0 if 

any of the following conditions hold true: 
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® {^pj Vi,  V^, Ta ,  Up y Ui, u c} < 0 

* {^, Vi, t 

* {%p, u^} > kS or itc > u;) 

* Up < or u, < 

Otherwise, it is computed recursively under one of the following four cases, as described in Figure 

4.3: 

Case 1: If %, > 0 

The required probability is obtained by eonditioning on a trunk being busy on both the links. 

k s  

iV/,.(.) = — E Ai(S,  S,  z)Nk~i(Vp — 1, Vi — 1, V c  — l ,Ta \up  ~ S,ui — S,  u c  — z) (4.31) 
' C z=o 

Case 2: If = 0, > 0 

The required probability is obtained by conditioning on a trunk being busy on the first link but free 

on the second link. 

» rnin(S—l , U c )  min(S—l,m) 

= E E —<9,^—Z/i^c —z) (4.32) 
z=0 l/=z 

Case 3: If Vc — 0, = 0, V; > 0 

The required probability is obtained by conditioning on a trunk being free on the first link but busy 

on the second link. 

,  rnin(S—l,uc) min(S- l ,up) 

^k(-) = TT E E Ai(z, 5", z)7Vt_i(l^, —1,%;, 7^|Up —Z, U; —S, Uc —z) (4.33) 
I z=0 x=z 

Case4: If% = 0,1^^0,M = 0 

The required probability is obtained on the condition that a trunk is free on both the links. Two 

possible cases need to be considered: (1) the trunk is available on the two-link path or (2) the trunk 
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is not available on the two-link path. Let (z,2/,z) denote the number of ways of arranging on 

a trunk, z busy channels on the first link, 3/ busy channels on the second link, with z channels 

among them being occupied by calls that continue from the first link to second, such that the trunk 

is not available on the two-link path. Similarly, let Fi(z, 3/, z) denote the arrangement of the busy 

channels on a trunk such that the trunk is available on the two-link path. It can be observed that 

Fi(z, ?/, z) + Bi(%, 3/, z) = Ai (%, 3/, z). #%(.) can then be computed as: 

jVfc( ) = ^"»n(S—l,t(c) y>min(S—l,itp) y>miii(S-l,U|) 

[Fi(x,  y,  z)Nk-i(Vp ,  Vi,  V c ,  Ta  — l\up  — x,  Ui — y,  u c  — z) 

+B\(x,y, z)Nk-i(Vp, Vi, Vc, Ta\uv — x, ui — y,uc ~ z)] 

(4.34) 

The starting point of the recursion (for & = 1), denoted by Ni(l^,, V;, T).|up, u;, uj, is assigned 

0 if any of the following conditions hold true: 

I. = 0 and %? = ,9 

2. V[ = 0 and ii[ — S 

3. — 0 and mm(up, Ug) = 5. 

Otherwise, it is defined in terms of Bi(%p, it;, and F%(up, u;, u^) as, 

fi(wp, u;, Uc) if TL = 1 and = V) = %= = 0 

= Bi(up,u,,uc) ifT^^O 

0 otherwise. 

(4.35) 

The definitions of Ai(up, Uc), Bi(up, u;, uj, and Fi(up, u;, u^) depend on the switch architec

ture. 
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4.5 Example switch models 

Two kinds of switches are modeled in this section: space-only switch and full-permutation 

switch. For a space-only switch, channel continuity constraint is enforced by the switch. Hence, a 

call continuing from the first link to the second occupies the same channel at the input and output 

of the switch. Note that although the switch is space-only, the switching provided by the node 

is channel-space due to the full-channel interchanger at the input of the node. A full-permutation 

switch, on the other hand, can switch any free channel at the input to any free channel at the output. 

Consider a  cal l  that  requires a  capacity of b channels ,  for  a  trunk with S channels .  Ai(up ,  ui ,  u c)  

and u,, uj are defined as: 

Space-only switch: 

Ai(up,u,,uc) and Uc < u,) (4.36) 

0 otherwise. 

E>1 (Up, U(, 'Uc) — < 
Uc < m%Ti(up,u;), and 

Up + U[ — v,c S — b 

0 otherwise. 

Full-permutation switch: 

Al(Up,U;,Uc) = 

if 0 < Up, U; < 5" 

and Ug < mm(up, uj (4.38) 

0 otherwise. 
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if — u^, 5" — uZ) <6 

and Uc < mm(up, u^). Bi(Up,Uz,Uc) — (4.39) 

0 otherwise. 

It can be observed that the analytical models proposed earlier in the literature can be derived from 

this generalized model as: 

. jr = W; g = 1; ^ - 0; [12, 15] 

. # := 1; [18] 

* A" = IV; 5 = T; ^ = 0; full-permutation switch [9] 

* = W; .9 = F; full-permutation switch. [19] 

4.6 Multicast tree establishment in TSNs 

Supporting multicast connections in WDM networks has gained importance in recent years 

due to the increasing number of distributive services. The benefits of supporting multicast traffic at 

the WDM layer are discussed in [40]. Various multicast models are introduced in [41] along with 

models to implement different multicast capable switch architectures. 

Earlier work on the analysis of optical multicasting concentrate on two main areas: (1) min

imizing the number of wavelengths required to support a static traffic demand [40, 42] and (2) 

multicast route selection algorithms that provide efficient utilization of the fiber bandwidth when 

dynamic setup and tear down of multicast traffic is considered [43, 44]. The blocking performance 

for establishing trees has been studied using link-independence model in [45]. However, the study 

is restricted to trees where the source reaches the destinations on a two-link path with a branching 

after the first link The analytical model developed in [46] for bloking performance of wavelength-

routed networks under multicast trafic considers a completely connected network. The results 
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obtained can be employed as lower bounds for other topologies. In [47], the model considers mul

ticast and unicast traffic with multiple closes of services. It has to be noted the above mentioned 

models are applicable to networks employing wavelength-routing and sparse- or no wavelength 

conversion. 

To the best of our knowledge, there has not been any work that analyzes the blocking perfor

mance of establishing multicast connections in WDM grooming networks. 

4.6.1 Blocking performance of tree establishment 

Consider a tree, denoted by T. that needs to be established in a homogeneous TSN. Let Pr(Tf) 

denote the probability that exactly 7} trunks are available to establish the tree. Br(0), therefore, 

denotes the blocking probability for tree establishment. To compute Pr(Tj), assume that Ty trunks 

are free on the first link and TL trunks among them are available for establishing the tree. -Pr(Ty) 

can be written as, 

where ^/) denotes the probability of 7} trunks being available to establish the tree given 

that trunks are free on the first link with among them being available. denotes the 

probability that trunks are free on the first link with Tjc among them being available. Pi (7^, T^) 

can be written as, 

where, P(T^) denotes the probability of trunks being free on a link. 

Ty) is computed by considering two cases, (1) if the tree does not have any branch

ing and (2) if the tree has a branching. 

# % 

(4.40) 

otherwise. 
(4.41) 

Case 1: 
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If the tree T does not have any branching, then it is merely a path. If the path consists of z links, 

then reduces to _P,(7}|T|c, Tj,). This probability can be expressed as: 

(4.42) 

B where 7^(7},7]|7!c,7^) denotes the probability of having 7} trunks available on a z-hop path 

with 7] trunks free on the last link given that Tj, trunks are free on the first link with 71, among 

them available. 

A z-link is analyzed as a two-hop path by considering the first z — 1 links as the first hop and 

last two links as the second hop, as shown in Figure 4.1. 

Let Th and Tp  denote the number of trunks available on the first hop and that which are free on 

the last link of the first hop (link z — 1). 7^,(7},7]|71,, 7^,) can then be recursively computed as: 

E^-i(^,7;|T„T,) P(7),T,|Th,7;) (4.43) 

where P(7}, 7||7/i, 7},) denotes the probability of 7} trunks being available on the z-link path with 

7] trunks free on the last link given that 7% trunks are available on the first hop with 7], trunks free 

on the last link of the first hop. It can be observed that this probability involves only the last two 

links, hence is computed using a two-link model as described in Section ??. 

The starting point of the recursion _Pi(T), 71|7!c, 7j,) is given by: 

| 1 if 7} = 7; and 7| = 7: 
Pi(7),T(|T=,T,) = J (4.44) 

I 0 otherwise. 

Case 2: 

If the tree branches at an intermediate node, then the computation of the desired probability is 

carried out by splitting the tree into a combination of a path and subtrees. Consider an example 

tree as shown in Figure 4.6(a) to be established. As the tree branches, it is split into a path up to the 

intermediate node 7, denoted by and a set of subtrees that branch out at the intermediate node. 

Let a denote the number of subtrees at the branching point and 7Ï, ?2,denote the subtrees. 
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Figure 4.6 (a) Example multicast tree considered for analysis, (b) Decomposi
tion of the tree into a path and a set of sub-trees for analysis. 
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The splitting of the tree into a path and a set of subtrees are shown in Figure 4.6(b). Note that the 

last link of the path and first link of the subtrees are the same. 

Let Pp(7^,7^|71,, TjJ denote the probability that 7^ trunks are available to reach the interme

diate node with 7^, trunks free on the last link of the path given that the first link has 7), free trunks 

with among them being available. The probability of 7} trunks being available to establish the 

given tree can be obtained by summing over all possible values of 7^, T|,, and number of trunks 

available to establish paths on each of the a subtrees. Hence, it follows: 

Tu=Tf TV=TU 

(4.45) 

where P(Zi, --, Z„|TL, TL) denotes the joint probability that subtree % has exactly % trunks avail-

able given that the first link in the subtree has Tv trunks free with Tu among them available, 

f (2}|<i, (a, -, denotes the probability of 7} trunks being available for establishing the tree 

given that TL trunks are available to establish the path and trunks are available to establish sub

tree 7^. Note that this probability does not depend on the number of free trunks on the first link 

of the subtrees (7^,) as any trunk that is available to establish a subtree must be within the set of 

available trunks in the first link of the subtree (7^). It can be observed that > 7}, 1 < i < ,s. 

It is assumed that the distribution of the channels across different subtrees are independent 

of one another. Similar to link correlation, there is also a correlation factor that is introduced 

due to the intra-channel copying. Hence, if a channel is occupied in a subtree, then there is a 

positive probability that a channel in the same trunk can be occupied in another subtree, as they 

could be part of a tree established earlier. However, as the offered load due to multicast traffic is 

expected to be much smaller compared to the unicast connections, this correlation is neglected in 

this paper. Assuming the channel distribution across the subtrees are independent of each other, 

P(Zi,<2, ...,ts|TL,7^) can be written as: 

P(Zi,<2, -,^|TL,7^,) = B%(Zi|7^,T|,) (4.46) 
i— 1 
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Let (2, Zg, 7^, 7^.) denote ±e probability of 7} trunks being available to establish 

the tree given that ^ trunks are available to establish subtree 7^ with 7^ + 7^. trunks available 

on the first link of the subtrees with the constraint that a trunk that is available to establish the 

tree must fall within the 7^ set of trunks. It follows that _R,(7)|fi,t2, -,4,71.) is the same as 

-- ,Za,TL,0). ...,(g,7^,7^.) is computed recursively by considering one 

subtree at a time and updating the number of trunks available to establish the tree depending on the 

number of available trunks on the subtree that is considered. 

Ps(Tf\ti ,  t2 , . . . ,  t s ,  Tu ,  T r) — Pi(t\ t i ,  Tu ,  T r) P s-i(Tf\t2 ,  t s , . . . ,  t s ,  t ,  T r  + Tu  — t)  (4.47) 

P(7}) and P(7},7]|7%,7},) form the basis for the analysis developed in this section. These 

probabilities are computed using a two-link correlation model as described in Section 4.4. 

4.7 Mapping of trunk proabilities for heterogeneous switch architectures 

In order to analyze networks with heterogeneous node architectures, the mapping of the trunk 

distributions from one node architecture to the other has to be computed. 

Consider the intermediate link of a two-hop path connected by two nodes with different switch

ing architectures as shown in Figure 4.7. 

The first node views the link as trunks with channels per trunk while the second node 

views the link as Kg trunks with % channels per trunk. Let 7\ denote the number of available 

trunks on the first hop with Tg denote the number 7), trunks free on the last link of the first hop as 

viewed by the last node of the first hop. Let 7% denote the number of available trunks on the first 

hop and 7^ denote the number of free trunks on the last link of the first hop as viewed by the first 

min(ti,T„) 

where, 

(4.48) 
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I 

Figure 4.7 Trunk distribution of a link as viewed by two nodes with different 
switching architectures. 

node in the second hop. Let /2 denote the number of available channels2 and ,/i denote the number 

of free channels on the link. 

The required mapping. P(T3, r4|T1,T2) is then computed as: 

Kg Kg 
P(T3,7l|7i,T2)= E E f(A,/2|ri,T2)f(T3,T4|/i,/2) (4.49) 

/l=0 /2=/l 

where P(/i, /zlTi, Tg) denotes the probability of channels being free on the link with /i among 

them being available given that T2  trunks are free on the link with T\ among them being available 

for a path upto that link, f (?3, _^) denotes the probability of having 7^ free trunks with T3 

among them available as viewed by another node given that f2 channels are free on the link with 

/1 among them being available. 

f (/1, T2) is computed by conditioning on the number of free channels available in the 

link as: 

P(/i,/2|Ti,T2) = %|Ti,T2) P(/i|Ti,r2,A) (4.50) 

- ^2^2) f(/i|Ti,T2,/i) (4.51) 

where P(/2|7i,72) denotes the probability of having ^ channels free in the link given that T2 

trunks are free with Ti among them being available. This is reduced to f (/2IT2) as the number of 

free channels on the link does not depend on the available trunks in the path. This probability is 

computed using the two-link model described in earlier sections. 

2Available channels are those free channels in the set of available trunks. 
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_P(/i |Ti,7]z, ^2) denotes the probability of /1 channels being available on the link given that 2% 

trunks are free with Tg of them being available and channels free. It is computed as: 

£ri(/i)£r2-ri(/2 ~ /1) 

Z/Lo^Ti(/)^T2-Ti(/2 - /) 
f(A|Ti,r2,/2) - J, : (4.52) 

where &(/) denotes the number of ways of arranging / free (or available) channels across f free 

(or available) trunks such that each trunk has atleast one free (or available) channel in it. &(/) is 

computed as: 
riiin(SiJ) 

W ) -  E  ( 4 . 5 3 )  
X"=l 

(1) denotes the number of ways of arranging 1 free channels over a trunk. With Si channels 

per trunk, &.(%) is written as: 

' (1') ifl<z<,% 

6(%) = (4.54) 

0 otherwise. 

The probability of finding the trunk distribution as viewed by the second node given the trunk 

distribution and the channel distribution as viewed by the first node depends on how the channels 

are distributed across the trunks at the two nodes. While there could be several possible choices, 

there are two cases that are of interest: (1) only the number of trunks that a link is viewed as is 

known for both the nodes and the exact architectures are not known; and (2) the precise grooming 

architecture at the two nodes are known. 

Case 1: Architecture independent mapping 

In this case, we assume the the exact architecture of the two nodes connected to the link are not 

known. The only information that is known is the number of trunks that each node views the 

link as. The precise mapping of channels from a trunk as viewed by one node to that viewed 

by the other is not known. Due to the lack of the exact architecture, the knowledge of the chan

nel distribution alone is employed for mapping the trunk distribution. The required probability, 
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P(7^, %4|Ti, 7^, /i, /z) is computed as: 

f(T3,T4|Ti,T2,A,/2) if^ <?4 (4.55) 

0 oAerwise 

where (*((', /%, /%) denotes the number of ways of arranging ^ calls across t trunks such thai 

a trunk having a call belonging to the f \  available trunk would result in exactly t '  trunks being 

available. This value is computed as: 

0(t',/l,/2) = < 

t_ v-r'min(/i,S,2) \r^min(f2,S2) 
f 2-^x~l Z^y=x 

0-i(t' - 1, Ui - z, U2 - 2/)(i(l, a:, i/) 

if t '  > 0 and u\ > 0 

_ ^(1,^,3/) 

(4.56) 

if f = 0 and ui = 0 

It has to be noted that the computation of the probability P(]3, T^Ti, Tg, A, ^2) does not de

pend on Ti and T2. 

Case 2: Architecture-dependent mapping 

This choice arises from the architectural viewpoint. Note that when a link has multiple fibers, 

wavelengths and time slots, the alternatives for trunk switching are limited to treating either wave

length or time slot as a trunk, when only limited switching is allowed. In such a case, two nodes 

that view the link differently would have the channel distribution as considered here. For example, 

consider a link with two wavelengths and three time slots per wavelength. Let Node 1 view the link 

as wavelength trunks, i.e., 2 trunks with three channels in each. Let Node 2 view the link as time 
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slot trunks, i.e., 3 trunks with 2 channels in each. This scenario is depicted in Fig. 4.8 showing the 

distribution of channels across trunks as seen by the two nodes. 

Figure 4.8 Channel distribution across trunks as viewed by two nodes employing 
different switching architectures. 

In this case, due to the regularity in the channel distribution, the knowledge of the trunk and 

channel distribution as seen by Node 1 could be used to derive the lower bound on the trunk 

distribution as seen by Node 2. For example, if three channels arc free with one trunk being free 

as viewed by Node 1, then, the a minimum of three trunks need to be free as viewed by Node 2. In 

general, if /i channels and Ti (/i > 0 and Ti > 0) trunks are free, then a minimum of trunks 

must be free as viewed by the second node. Recall that, %% denotes the total number of trunks in a 

link as viewed by Node 2 and denotes the number of channels per trunk as viewed by Node 1. 

The same reasoning is true for the lower bound on the available trunks as well. 

The required probability _P(%3,Ti|Ti,72, /n/2) is then computed by setting the probability 

values of those trunk distributions that are not feasible to zero, specifically P(Ts, Ti|Ti, 

is set to 0 if one of the following holds true. 

Ti >0 andT, (4.57) 
ilDi 
A#, 

% > 0 a n d % < ^ L 2  ( 4 . 5 8 )  
-t 2^1 

The probabilities are then normalized to obtain the sum of all the conditional probabilities to 

1. These pruning of state-space depends entirely on the architecture, hence will be different for 

different architectures. 
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4.8 Improving the accuracy of the analytical model 

It can be observed that the analytical model is developed based on a two-level approach. First, 

the channel distributions are considered to evaluate the trunk distributions at nodes and the mapping 

probabilities. Employing these trunk distribution and mapping probabilities, blocking performance 

on a path is obtained. The computation of blocking performance on a path does not explicitly 

include the channel distribution on the link. Hence, the analytical model developed in this case is 

not an exact computation of the blocking performance. However, we show that we obtain sufficient 

accuracy in estimating the path and tree blocking performance. 

Some of the interesting features that are exhibited by networks cannot be observed if the ana-

lytical model is evaluated only once. For example, if a network rejects larger number of calls that 

travel longer distances as compared to another network, then it would accept larger number of calls 

that travel shorter distances. In order to obtain the finer behavior, the analytical model needs to be 

evaluated more than once by adjusting the parameters based on the results obtained in the earlier 

runs. 

The two main input parameters of the analytical model are the link load and link load correla

tion. The computation of these two parameters are described in detail in Section 4.2. When calls 

are rejected by network, these two parameters are affected. The link load and link load correlation 

experienced by the network are only due to the calls that are accepted in the network. Hence, 

blocked calls do not have any effect on these parameters. 

Let denote the probability of a call that requires a connection of length z hops and band

width of 6 channels. The adjusted link load seen in the network is computed as: 

A'= (4.59) 
L 

The average path length and average capacity requirement of a call are adjusted as: 

Tv-i a 
(4.60) 

Z = 1 b=l 

W-l B 
(4.61) 

z=l b=l 
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The average resource required by a call is computed as: 

AT-i a 
Kv = E E zbPz.b [1 - (4.62) 

2 — 1 6=1 

The adjusted link load correlation is obtained as: 

(4.63) 

where E denotes the number of exit links in the network. 

The adjusted values for link load and link load correlation can be employed to evaluate the 

blocking performance iteratively. Such an iterative procedure could result in significant insights 
i 

into the working of the network when the blocking probabilities are beyond a certain threshold. 

However, if the blocking probability values are very low, then the reduction in the link load and 

correlation values are not significant. Hence, such iterative procedures do not improve the accuracy 

of the model at low loads. 

4.9 Summary 

In this chapter, we developed an analytical model for evaluating the blocking performance 

in WDM grooming networks. The input to the analytical model are the link load and link load 

correlation. It is assumed that a fixed-path routing strategy is employed in the network and request 

arrival follows Poisson process. These assumptions are made in order to keep the analytical model 

tractable. Procedures to obtain link load and link load correlation values from request arrival rates 

at nodes are described. The analytical model considers: (1) heterogeneous architectures at nodes; 

(2) multiple arrival rates at nodes; and (2) multicast tree establishment. A methodology for iterative 

computation of blocking probability by adjusting the link load and correlation is also developed. 
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CHAPTER 5 Performance Evaluation 

In this chapter, the accuracy of the analytical model is verified by comparing with simulations 

on different network architectures. Section 5.1 lists the properties of the different networks consid-

ered for performance evaluation. The simulation setup is described in Section 5.2. The blocking 

performance results obtained using analytical model and simulation are compared in SectionS.3 

under different categories. Section 5.4 outlines an iterative methodology that could be employed 

to improve the accuracy of the proposed model. 

5.1 Networks considered and their parameters 

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed analytical framework, we consider a set 

of network topolgoies that constitute a good sample. The different network topologies that are 

considered are listed below with path length distribution and the number of exit links. 

* Uni directional ring network with TV nodes (N odd) 

/ 

1 < z < TV- 1 
f(z) (5.1) 

0 otherwise 

F. 1 (5.2) 

« Bi-directional ring network with jV nodes (N odd) 

P(z) (5.3) 
0 otherwise 

E = 1 (5.4) 
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Bi-directional M x M mesh-torus network (M odd) 

P(z) = < 

E = 3 

0 otherwise 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

Uni directional A x C mesh-torus network 

f(z) = 

E 

1 < z < min(A, C) z+1 
AC-1 

"gP min(E, C) < z < max(E, C) 

m a x ( B , C ) < z < A  +  C - l  

0 otherwise 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

The above choice of networks are motivated based on the average length of shortest path be

tween node pairs, hence the link load correlation. Ring networks have longer path lengths, hence 

have higher link load correlation. Mesh-torus with the same number of nodes as a ring network 

has smaller average shortest path length due to the increased connectivity, hence has low values of 

correlation. Table 5.1 lists the specific network that are considered in the above mentioned network 

topologies and their respective average length of shortest path and link load correlation. 

5.2 Simulation setup 

A network simulation framework has been developed in order to evaluate the performance of 

different routing algorithms on various switching architectures and network topologies. A network 

is comprised of Source/Destination nodes that can generate requests and act as destination for 

requests generated at other Source/Destination nodes. A network also comprises of dummy nodes 

that switch traffic across and are not capable of generating requests or being destination of requests 

generated at other nodes. With the use of the above two kinds of nodes it has been shown that nodes 
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Table 5.1 Networks with their average shortest path length and link load correla-
tion. 

Network Average shortest 
path length 

Correlation 

25-node bi-directional ring 6.5 0.8462 
25-node uni-directional ring 
11 -node uni-directional ring 

12.5 
5.5 

0.92 
0.8182 

5x5 bi-directional mesh-torus 
7x7 bi-directional mesh-torus 

2.5 
3.5 

0.2 
0.2381 

3x3 unidirectional mesh-torus 
3x5 uni-directional mesh-torus 
3x6 uni directional mesh-torus 

2.25 
3.214 
3.706 

0.2778 
0.3444 
0.3651 

channel-space switch can be modeled. Such a network specification allows to model networks with 

heterogeneous switching architecture. 

The requests are generated according to a Poisson process with a rate N S X ,  where N s  denotes 

the number of Source/Destination nodes. Any Source/Destination node in the network is equally 

likely to be the source of the request. The destination of a request is uniformly selected from the 

remaining Source/Destination nodes. A request that is generated is fed to multiple networks that 

are derived from a physical network but with differing network architectures. The requests are 

considered by different networks independently. The networks are assumed to employ shortest-

path routing strategy. If more than one path with the minimum path length is available, then one 

of them is selected at random. A connection is attempted along the path. If sufficient resources are 

available, then the call is accepted. Otherwise, the call is rejected. It is to be noted that not all the 

paths with the minimum length are attempted for establishing the call. It is possible that among 

the paths that have the minimum length, there is one path that could accommodate the call but is 

not chosen when selected randomly. 

The experiments are run for a total of 500,000 requests with performance metrics obtained after 

every 100,000 requests resulting in five sets of values. The performance results shown in the rest 

of this chapter is the average of the five sets of results. The blocking probability is obtained as the 
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fraction of the number of call blocked to the total number of calls received in the network. 

We observe the blocking probability of calls that travel a specific hop length. This observation 

can be made in two ways. First, requests can be specifically classified into groups based on the 

shortest path length between the source and destination and blocking probability can be computed 

on individual groups. While this is a good mechanism to certain specific events, it is not a practical 

solution for observing rare events. For example, assume that blocking performance from a source 

to destination on a specific path from a source to destination needs to be computed. 

Another approach to measure the blocking performance on a path is to monitor the path on 

every event occurrence in the network. The events in the network are either of a new request or 

termination of an already existing connection. Before accepting a new connection or terminating 

an already existing connection, the specific path is checked for availability. The network has 

remained in this state starting from the previous event occurrence until the current time. If the path 

is available, then the difference in time between the current time and the previous event occurrence 

time is accumulated in the path available time, otherwise it is accumulated to the path unavailable 

time. The ratio of the path unavailable time to the sum of the path available and unavailable times 

gives the blocking probability. 

We employ the former approach to obtain blocking probabilities for paths of certain length. 

We employ the latter approach to obtain blocking probabilities for establishing trees as muticast 

connections are rare events as compared to unicast connections. We also employ the latter approach 

to obtain blocking probability of a specific path in a heterogeneous network. 

5.3 Performance results 

We compare the performance results obtained from analytical model and simulations under 

different sections, each dealing with specific aspect of the analytical model. We compare the 

blocking probabilities of calls that need to travel over a specific hop length. 
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5.3.1 Homogeneous networks 

We consider two networks: (1) 25-node bi-directional ring network; and (2) 5x5 bi-directional 

mesh-torus network. Three different trunk-channel combinations are considered: (1)1 trunk with 

20 channels; (2) 2 trunks with 10 channels each; and (3) 4 trunks with 5 channels each. Two 

different switch architectures are considered: (1) full-permutation switching per trunk (FP); and 

(2) channel-space switching (CS). 

We first consider full-permutation switching per trunk employed at every node in the network. 

Figures 5.1 through 5.4 show the blocking performance with respect to different path lengths ob-

tained through analytical model and simulation for total network load of 60, 80, 100, and 120 

Erlangs, respectively. The simulation results are shown in points, while the lines show the values 

predicted by the analytical model. It is observed that the accuracy of the analytical model improves 

with the increase in path length. For calls with path length of one hop, the analytical model predicts 

blocking probability that is approximately a factor of 4 higher than the simulation values. It is also 

observed that the accuracy of the analytical model improves with the decrease in the number of 

trunks. 

One of the effects that is observed with the different trunk and channel combinations is that a 

network that blocks more calls of longer path lengths tends to accept more calls of shorter path 

lengths. These are revealed in simulation, however the trends are not reflected in the analytical 

model. If the nodes in a network view a link as more trunks with fewer channels in each, then it 

reflects a lower switching capability in the network. In such networks, calls that require longer 

paths will experience more blocking as compared to a network that has more switching capability. 

Because of this, a network with lower switching capability would accept more calls traveling over 

a fewer number of hops as compared to networks with higher switching capability. Analytical 

models do not predict such a trend when they are employed once. Analytical models directly 

predict the capability of the switch for a specific load in the network. In order to obtain the trend 

as seen in the simulation, the link load and the correlation has to be computed analytically based 

on the blocking probabilities obtained. The computed average link load and the correlation can 
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Figure 5.1 Blocking performance of 25-node bi-directional ring network with 
full permutation switching per trunk for calls of varying path lengths 
for a network load of 60 Erlangs (link load of 7.8 Erlangs). 
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Figure 5.2 Blocking performance of 25-node bi-directional ring network with 
full permutation switching per trunk for calls of varying path lengths 
for a network load of 80 Erlangs (link load of 10.4 Erlangs). 
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Figure 5.3 Blocking performance of 25-node bi-directional ring network with 
full permutation switching per trunk for calls of varying path lengths 
for a network load of 100 Erlangs (link load of 13 Erlangs). 
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Figure 5.4 Blocking performance of 25-node bi-directional ring network with 
full permutation switching per trunk for calls of varying path lengths 
for a network load of 120 Erlangs (link load of 15.6 Erlangs). 
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be used to recompute the blocking probabilities. Improving the accuracy of the analytical model 

based on such an iterative procedure involving computation of link loads and link correlation is 

discussed in detail in Section 5.4. 

Figures 5.5 through 5.8 shows the blocking performance on a 5x5 bi-directional mesh-torus 

network for calls of different path lengths for offered network loads of 400, 450, 500, and 550 

Erlangs (corresponding to link loads of 10, 11.25, 12.5, and 13.75 Erlangs), respectively. It is 

observed that the analytical model closely matches the simulation results. As observed in the 

ring network, the analytical model predicts the same blocking performance for different trunk and 

channel combinations for calls that travel shorter lengths. 

We consider the second switching architecture, namely the channel-space switch. In order to 

simulate a channel space switch, we model every node in the physical network as one Source/Destination 

node with a few dummy nodes as described in Section 3.4. It is to be noted that despite the 

full channel interchanger at the input of every trunk, channel continuity has to be satisfied at the 

switch. Hence, these switches are expected to block more calls as compared to the full-permutation 

switches. 

Figure 5.9 through 5.12 show the blocking performance of a 25-node bi-directional ring net-

work with channel space switch for calls of different path lengths. It is again observed that the 

analytical model predicts well at low loads and the accuracy drops as the load increases. 

Comparing the performance of the channel-space switch with that of the full-permutation 

switching (refer to Figures 5.1 through 5.4 for performance of full-permutation switching), it is 

observed that the blocking performance when employing channel-space do not vary significantly. 

Hence, in networks with higher link load correlation, channel-space switches could be employed 

with minimal impact in blocking performance. Note that, a channel-space switch has a lower im

plementation complexity as compared to a full-permutation switch. The increase in the complex

ity of the switches would necessitate power compensation and clock synchronization at different 

stages in the switch, thus increasing the cost of the switch. 

We also evaluate the blocking performance on a 3x3 uni-directional mesh-torus network. The 
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Figure 5.5 Blocking performance of 5x5 bi-directional mesh-torus network for 
calls of varying path lengths for a network load of 400 Erlangs (link 
load of 10 Erlangs). 
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Figure 5.6 Blocking performance of 5x5 bi-directional mesh-torus network for 
calls of varying path lengths for a network load of 450 Erlangs (link 
load of 11.25 Erlangs). 
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Figure 5.7 Blocking performance of 5x5 bi-directional mesh-torus network for 
calls of varying path lengths for a network load of 500 Erlangs (link 
load of 12.5 Erlangs). 
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Figure 5.8 Blocking performance of 5x5 bi-directional mesh-torus network for 
calls of varying path lengths for a network load of 550 Erlangs (link 
load of 13.75 Erlangs). 
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Figure 5.9 Blocking performance of 25-node bi-directional ring network, em-
ploying channel-space switching, for calls of varying path lengths for 
a network load of 60 Erlangs (link load of 7.8 Erlangs). 
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Figure 5 10 Blocking performance of 25-node bi-directional ring network, em
ploying channel-space switching, for calls of varying path lengths 
for a network load of 80 Erlangs (link load of 10.4 Erlangs). 
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Figure 5.11 Blocking performance of 25-node bi-directional ring network, em
ploying channel-space switching, for calls of varying path lengths 
for a network load of 100 Erlangs (link load of 13 Erlangs). 
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Figure 5.12 Blocking performance of 25-node bi-directional ring network, em
ploying channel-space switching, for calls of varying path lengths 
for a network load of 120 Erlangs (link load of 15.6 Erlangs). 
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choice of this network is due to its similarity to a 5x5 bi-directional mesh-torus network. Both the 

networks have the same maximum hop-length. The distribution of the hop-lengths are different, 

hence the link load correlation for the two networks differ, but not significantly. As the channel-

space switch has limited switching capability, the blocking probability increases at a higher rate 

with increasing path length as compared to a full-permutation switch. Hence, as the correlation in 

the network decreases, the individual link loads become more independent, hence the blocking on 

longer paths increase. The choice for these two networks are due to simulation constraints. Note 

that every node in the network connected to a link is replaced with a dummy node an an extra 

link. Hence, a 5 x5 bi-directional mesh-torus network would be modeled as 25 Source/Destination 

nodes with each node having 4 dummy nodes and four extra links. This implies that the network 

will have in total 125 nodes with 400 links with each link being represented as matrix. Due to 

heavy computational requirements, these simulations were unable to be run. Hence, to show the 

effect on network with lower correlation, a 3x3 uni-directional mesh-torus network. 

Figures 5.13 through 5.16 shows the blocking performance of a 3x3 uni-directional mesh-

torus network with nodes employing channel-space switching for offered network loads of 9, 9.75, 

10.5, and 11.25 Erlangs, respectively. From the figures it is observed that the analytical model 

closely approximates the simulation results. For connections with path length of one hop, the 

blocking probability predicted by the analytical model is approximately a factor of 4 higher than 

the simulation values. This is again due to the effect of networks with lower switching capability 

having a tendency to accept more connections of shorter path lengths as compared to networks with 

higher switching capability. From path lengths of two through four, the analytical model gives a 

good estimate of the blocking performance. 

For network with lower link load correlation, the rate of increase of blocking performance 

with the increase in path length is higher. One of trends of blocking observed with the channel-

space switch is that the blocking performance varies up to two orders of magnitude between path 

lengths of one and four. Comparing this performance with the performance of full-permutation 

switching in a 5 x 5 bi-directional mesh-torus network (Figures 5.5 through 5.8, the rate of increase 
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Figure 5.13 Blocking performance of 3x3 mesh-torus network, employing chan
nel-space switching, for calls of varying path lengths for a network 
load of 72 Erlangs (link load of 9 Erlangs). 
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Figure 5.14 Blocking performance of 3 x 3 mesh-torus network, employing chan
nel-space switching, for calls of varying path lengths for a network 
load of 78 Erlangs (link load of 9.75 Erlangs). 
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Figure 5.15 Blocking performance of 3x3 mesh-torus network, employing chan
nel-space switching, for calls of varying path lengths for a network 
load of 84 Erlangs (link load of 10.5 Erlangs). 
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Figure 5.16 Blocking performance of 3 x 3 mesh-torus network, employing chan
nel-space switching, for calls of varying path lengths for a network 
load of 90 Erlangs (link load of 11.25 Erlangs). 
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due to the full-permutation switch is lower. Also, note that the link load correlation of a 5x5 

bi-directional mesh-torus network is lower than that of 3x3 uni-directional mesh-torus network. 

While this observation favors employing full-permutation switching, channel-space switching with 

other trunk assignment algorithms such as first-fit, best-fit, etc. or re-arranging the connections 

would help reduce the blocking performance even when channel-space switching is employed. 

An important observation that could be made from the performance of homogeneous networks 

is that the blocking performance of establishing unicast connections under different grooming ca

pabilities do not vary significantly. The difference in blocking performance is well within an order 

of magnitude. Therefore, in networks that have predominantly unicast connections requiring one 

time slot capacity, improving the grooming capability of the network may not result in a significant 

improvement in blocking performance. For example, from the performance graphs presented in 

this chapter thus far, it can be observed that significant gain in performance is not achieved by 

employing one wavelength with twenty time slots (1x20) as compared to four wavelengths with 

five time slots (4x5). The advantage of employing four wavelengths is that the switching speed in 

the network can be four times as slow as that employed in a single-wavelength network. 

5.3.2 Tree establishment In homogeneous networks 

We evaluate the blocking performance of establishing multicast trees on 5x5 and 7x7 bi

directional mesh-torus networks with nodes employing full permutation switching for every trunk. 

We study the blocking performance of establishing trees with 4, 6, 8, and 10 links with the tree 

branching randomly after the first link. We observe a set of links in the simulation to check if the 

tree can be established at every event occurrence in the network. 

Figures 5.17 through 5.20 show the blocking performance of establishing trees with 4, 6, 8, 

and 10 links, respectively, on a 5x5 bi-directional network. Figures 5.21 through 5.24 show the 

blocking performance of establishing trees with 4, 6, 8, and 10 links, respectively, on a 7x7 bi

directional network. 

The figures show the simulation results for trees of with varying number links and the analyt-
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Figure 5.17 Blocking performance for establishing a tree with 4 links in a 5x5 
homogeneous bi-directional mesh-torus network. 
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Figure 5.18 Blocking performance for establishing a tree with 6 links in a 5x5 
homogeneous bi-directional mesh-torus network. 
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Figure 5.19 Blocking performance for establishing a tree with 8 links in a 5x5 
homogeneous bi-directional mesh-torus network. 
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Figure 5.20 Blocking performance for establishing a tree with 10 links in a 5x5 
homogeneous bi-directional mesh-torus network. 
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Figure 5.21 Blocking performance for establishing a tree with 4 links in a 7x7 
homogeneous bi-directional mesh-torus network. 
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Figure 5.22 Blocking performance for establishing a tree with 6 links in a 7x7 
homogeneous bi-directional mesh-torus network. 
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Figure 5.23 Blocking performance for establishing a tree with 8 links in a 7x7 
homogeneous bi-directional mesh-torus network. 
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Figure 5.24 Blocking performance for establishing a tree with 10 links in a 7x7 
homogeneous bi-directional mesh-torus network. 
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ical model values are obtained through the path model. It is observed the blocking performance 

predicted by the analytical model for path and tree are approximately the same. Hence, they are not 

plotted in the above mentioned figures. It is also observed through simulations that the a tree and a 

path with the same number of links have almost the same blocking probability of being established 

in a network. Again, as these values are too close to distinguish when plotted in graphs. Hence, 

simulation values for paths of varying lengths are not shown in the above mentioned figures. 

It is to be noted that the maximum path length of unicast connections when established under 

shortest path routing algorithm on 5x5 and 7x7 bi-directional mesh-torus networks are 4 and 6, 

respectively. It is observed that the analytical model has good accuracy in predicting the blocking 

performance of paths that are beyond the maximum path length of unicast connections. 

It is observed from the performance results that the blocking probability when employing one 

wavelength and twenty time slots could vary up to an order of magnitude. However, it is to be noted 

that multicast connections form a very small fraction of the network traffic. Hence, mechanisms 

such as allocation of resources specific to multicast connections could be employed to improve 

network performance. Multicast connections also require slot copying feature that would be dif

ficult and expensive to implement. Hence, it may not be possible to employ such a feature for all 

the wavelengths (or trunks) in the networks. The expected high cost of slot copying feature also 

indicates the need to investigate into mechanisms that would dedicate a fraction of the network 

resources to multicast connections. 

In networks that have a very high link correlation, it is intuitive that a tree can be approximated 

to a path as there will be lesser branching. This is not intuitive for networks with lower correlation, 

such as mesh-torus networks. With the analytical model developed in the simulation, it is shown 

that the analytical model for evaluating path blocking performance can approximate that developed 

for evaluating tree blocking performance. 
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5.3.3 Dual-rate traffic in homogeneous networks 

We consider establishing calls that are classified into two categories, namely calls that require 

one time slot and those that require two time slots. We evaluate the blocking performance of estab

lishing dual rate calls in 25-node homogeneous bi-directional ring network and 5x5 homogeneous 

bi-directional mesh-torus network employing full-permutation switching per trunk. 

It is assumed that every call request in the network has equal probability of requesting for one 

or two time slots. It is also assumed that the two time slots required by a connection must be 

provided in the same trunk. Sphtting of a call requesting for two time slots into two calls of one 

time slot requirement is not permitted. 

Figures 5.25 and 5.26 show the comparison of blocking performance obtained through sirnu-

lation and analysis for 25-node homogeneous bi-directional ring network and 5x5 homogeneous 

bi-directional mesh-torus network, respectively. 

It is observed that the analytical model closely approximates the simulation values. It is also 

observed that for the blocking performance for calls with one time slot requirement, networks with 

lower switching capability perform better. This is due to the reason that these networks block more 

calls that require two time slots, thereby accept more calls requiring one time slot. 

The performance obtained by increasing grooming capability is observed to be within an order 

of magnitude for dual-rate connections. However, if calls with higher capacity requirements are 

considered, then networks with lower grooming capability would perform significantly worse than 

those with higher grooming capability, especially for requests with large capacity requirement. 

In such networks, special methodologies such as ffûperMfy mwfmg can be adopted to improve 

the network performance with lower grooming capability at the switches. Such an approach is 

considered in detail in Chapter 6. 

The analytical model developed in this dissertation assumes fixed-path routing strategy for the 

sake of tractability. Employing dynamic routing algorithms would improve network performance 

and is dealt with in detail in Chapter 6. 
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Figure 5.25 Blocking performance for establishing calls in a 25-node homoge
neous bi-directional ring network that require (a) one time slot; and 
(b) two time slots. 
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Figure 5.26 Blocking performance for establishing calls in a 5x5 homogeneous 
bi-directional mesh-torus network that require (a) one time slot; and 
(b) two time slots. 
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5.3.4 Heterogeneous networks 

We evaluate the blocking performance ring and mesh-torus network architectures with nodes 

employing heterogeneous switching and grooming architectures. 

We study a 9-node uni directional ring network and 3x3 uni-directional mesh-torus networks. 

We consider a link with 20 channels organized as two fibers, Ave wavelengths per fiber, and two 

time slots per wavelength. A node can classified into any one of the following categories based 

on the level of grooming: (1) time-slot level grooming node; (2) wavelength-level grooming node; 

and (3) full-grooming node. A time slot-level grooming node would view the link as two trunks 

with ten channels each. A wavelength level-grooming node views a link as five trunks with four 

channels each while a full grooming network views a link as one trunk. We consider two different 

switching architectures employed at a node for a trunk: (1) full-permutation: and (2) channel-

space switch. In the experiments that we discuss here, we assume that all the nodes employ similar 

switching architecture within a trunk, while the trunk definition could vary. 

The 9-node uni-directional ring network and 3x3 uni-direcitonal mesh-torus network with 

heterogeneous node architectures are organized as shown in Figures 5.27 with nodes of same ar-

chitecture equally spaced. 

Figure 5.27 A 9-node heterogeneous uni-directional ring network with three dif
ferent switch architectures. 

It can be seen that any path with a certain path length can be classified into three categories 

@ Full grooming node 

) Time slot-level grooming node 

Wavelength-level grooming node 
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@ Time slot-level grooming node 

A Wavelength-level grooming node 

@ Full grooming node 

Figure 5.28 A 9-node heterogeneous bi-directional ring network with three dif
ferent switch architectures. 

depending on the source. We refer to a path originating from a time-slot level grooming node as 

Path-1, wavelength-level grooming node as Path-2, and full-grooming node as Path-3. 

We assume that all calls have a requirement of one time slot capacity. The results of the 

analytical model to be shown in the graphs are obtained without employing the knowledge about 

the trunk distribution for mapping the trunk, distribution between adjacent nodes. The difference 

in blocking performance obtained with and without using the exact trunk information is found to 

be less than 2%. Hence, these are not plotted in the graphs for the sake of clarity. 

Figures 5.29 through 5.32 show the blocking performance of a 9-node uni-directional ring 

network with nodes employing full-permutation switching in each trunk for three different path 

types with varying path lengths for offered network load of 15, 18, 21, and 24 Erlangs (link loads 

of 7.5, 9, 10.5, and 12 Erlangs), respectively. 

It is observed that the performance trend observed with the simulation for the different path 

lengths is also observed through the analysis. The blocking performance as estimated by the anal

ysis is the same for all the paths with a length of one hop. This is due to the reason that a single hop 

blocking performance remains the same for a given link load and correlation factor for any switch 

architecture. For two-hop paths, the blocking performance depends on the switching capability of 

intermediate node. Calls that would have the intermediate node as a full grooming node (Path-
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Figure 5.29 Blocking performance of 9-node heterogeneous uni-directional ring 
network with nodes employing full-permutation switching in each 
trunk for an offered network load of 15 Erlangs. 
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Figure 5.30 Blocking performance of 9-node heterogeneous uni-directional ring 
network with nodes employing full-permutation switching in each 
trunk for an offered network load of 18 Erlangs. 
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Figure 5.31 Blocking performance of 9-node heterogeneous uni-directional ring 
network with nodes employing full-permutation switching in each 
trunk for an offered network load of 21 Erlangs. 
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Figure 5.32 Blocking performance of 9-node heterogeneous uni-directional ring 
network with nodes employing full-permutation switching in each 
trunk for an offered network load of 24 Erlangs. 
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2) would experience the least blocking while calls with intermediate node as a wavelength-level 

grooming node (Path-1) would have the highest blocking among calls that require two-hop con

nections. Similarly, for three-hop connections, calls with intermediate nodes as FG and TG nodes 

(Path-2) would experience lowest blocking while calls with TG and WG nodes as intermediate 

nodes (Path-3) would experience the maximum blocking. Now, note that as more calls requiring 

connections for two and three hops will be rejected at a wavelength-level grooming node due to 

the insufficient switching capacity at the immediate neighboring node, calls requiring one-hop con-

nection originating at the WG node would experience lesser blocking performance. It is observed 

that these performance trends remain the same with the increasing load, thus depending only on 

where the nodes are positioned. It is to be noted that although the analytical model shows these 

trends, the difference in blocking performance between calls of different categories are not exactly 

the same as seen in the simulation results. Hence, minor differences in the blocking probabilities 

seen through simulations may not be observed through analytical model. 

Figures 5.33 through 5.34 show the blocking performance of a 9-node heterogeneous ring 

network with nodes employing channel-space switching. The configuration of the nodes in the ring 

is similar to the one considered earlier (shown in Figure 5.27). It is observed that the difference 

in blocking performance observed through simulation for calls originating in different nodes but 

having the same path length are as pronounced as observed when full-permutation switching is 

employed at the nodes. Hence, the analytical model predicts almost the same blocking performance 

for the paths originating at different nodes but having the same length. 

Figures 5.37 through 5.40 show the blocking performance for paths originating at different 

nodes versus the path length for offered network loads of 72, 78, 84, and 90 Erlangs, respectively, 

in a 3x3 heterogeneous uni-directional mesh-torus network (as shown in Figure 5.28) with nodes 

employing full-permutation switching in every trunk. It is observed that the performance trends 

exhibited by the simulation is also reflected by the analytical prediction, although the difference in 

blocking performance as predicted by simulation and analysis are different. 

Figures 5.41 through 5.44 show the blocking performance for paths originating at different 
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Figure 5.33 Blocking performance of 9-node heterogeneous uni-directional ring 
network with nodes employing channel-space switching in each 
trunk for an offered network load of 15 Erlangs. 
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Figure 5.34 Blocking performance of 9-node heterogeneous uni-directional ring 
network with nodes employing channel-space switching in each 
trunk for an offered network load of 18 Erlangs. 
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Figure 5.35 Blocking performance of 9-node heterogeneous uni-directional ring 
network with nodes employing channel-space switching in each 
trunk for an offered network load of 21 Erlangs. 
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Figure 5.36 Blocking performance of 9-node heterogeneous uni-directional ring 
network with nodes employing channel-space switching in each 
trunk for an offered network load of 24 Erlangs. 
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Figure 5.37 Blocking performance of 3x3 heterogeneous uni-directional 
mesh-torus network with nodes employing full-permutation switch
ing in each trunk for an offered network load of 72 Erlangs. 
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Figure5.38 Blocking performance of 3x3 heterogeneous uni-directional 
mesh-torus network with nodes employing full-permutation switch
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Figure 5.39 Blocking performance of 3x3 heterogeneous uni-directional 
mesh-torus network with nodes employing full-permutation switch
ing in each trunk for an offered network load of 84 Erlangs. 
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nodes versus the path length for offered network loads of 72, 78, 84, and 90 Erlangs, respectively, 

in a 3x3 heterogeneous uni-directional mesh-torus network (as shown in Figure 5.28) with nodes 

employing channel-space switching in every trunk. It is observed that the difference in block

ing probability among calls originating at different nodes but having same path length is not as 

pronounced as exhibited when full-permutation switching is employed. 

Note that the observations made in regard to the difference in blocking probabilities of calls 

originating at different nodes but having the same path length exhibiting significant differences in 

the case of full-permutation switching as compared channel-space switching cannot be generalized 

for any arbitrary arrangement of nodes in the ring. 

The important observation to be made in the case of heterogeneous networks is that connec-

tions with same hop length could see different blocking probabilities depending on the switching 

capability of the intermediate nodes. Therefore, it becomes critical to evaluate the importance of a 

node when the network is upgraded. For example, if only a few wavelength converters are avail

able, then it is critical which nodes in the network are upgraded with this additional flexibility. 

Determining the criticality of a node would imply evaluating the blocking performance of paths 

that pass through it under different grooming scenario. The analytical model that is proposed here 

would allow one to predict the blocking performance of the path with more then one switching 

architecture. Resource placement algorithms that depend on evaluating path blocking probabilities 

to identify an optical placement of resources in the network could employ the proposed analytical 

model. Algorithms for placement of wavelength converters in a wavelength-routed network can be 

found in [48] and [49]. There has not been significant research in a similar topic in the context of 

WDM grooming networks. 

5.4 Improving accuracy of the analytical model 

We demonstrate the use of iterative procedure of the analytical model in order to improve the 

accuracy of the results by considering an example. We consider a 25-node homogeneous ring 

network with nodes employing full-permutation switching in every trunk. We assume that all calls 
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Figure 5.41 Blocking performance of 3x3 heterogeneous uni-directional 
mesh-torus network with nodes employing channel-space switching 
in each trunk for an offered network load of 72 Erlangs. 
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Figure 5.42 Blocking performance of 3x3 heterogeneous uni-directional 
mesh-torus network with nodes employing channel-space switching 
in each trunk for an offered network load of 78 Erlangs. 
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Figure 5.43 Blocking performance of 3x3 heterogeneous uni-directional 
mesh-torus network with nodes employing channel-space switching 
in each trunk for an offered network load of 84 Erlangs. 
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Figure5.44 Blocking performance of 3x3 heterogeneous uni-directional 
mesh-torus network with nodes employing channel-space switching 
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in the network require one time slot capacity. 

Figures 5.45 and 5.46 show the blocking probability obtained using simulation and the ana

lytical model. The analytical model is employed twice to get the set of lines marking the lower 

values. Lines denoted by KxS-FP (A) denote the blockign performance obtained by employing 

the analytical value once, while those denoted by KxS-FP (2) denote the blocking performance 

obtained by incorporating the corrected values of link load and correlation values based on the 

values obtained in the first run of the analysis. It is observed that at low loads (60 Erlangs), block

ing experienced by calls requiring twelve hops are under one percent. Hence, the link load and 

correlation values are not affected significantly to give any significant reduction in employing the 

analytical model twice. At loads of 100 Erlangs, it is is observed that employing the analytical 

model for the second time with the corrections to the link load results in obtaining a lower estimate 

of the blocking performance. Also, note that trend observed in the blocking performance obtained 

after the second run of the analytical model reflects that observed in the simulation. 

Such an iterative procedure can be employed successively by incorporating changes to link 

load and correlation obtained from the previous run. However, networks are typically designed to 

have blocking probabilities that are less than 10%. For such scenarios, significant insights into the 

working of the different switch architectures can be obtained by employing the analytical model 

twice. 

5.5 Summary 

In this chapter, we evaluated the blocking performance of WDM grooming networks and com

pared it against that obtained using simulation. It is observed that the analytical model closely 

approximates the simulation values. In networks where every request is for one time slot, it is 

observed that a significant performance gain is obtained with only a channel-space switch as com

pared to a full-permutation switch. Channel-space switch architecture has fewer number of switch

ing stages as compared to full-permutation switch architecture. It is also observed that the blocking 

performance of tree establishment can be approximated by blocking performance of a path hav-
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Figure 5.45 Blocking performance for establishing calls requiring one time slot 
in a 25-node homogeneous ring network with nodes employing 
full-permutation switching per trunk. The values obtained using the 
analytical model once are denoted by lines with labels marked (A) 
while the values obtained using the second run are denoted with (2). 
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Figure 5.46 Blocking performance for establishing calls requiring one time slot 
in a 25-node homogeneous ring network with nodes employing 
full-permutation switching per trunk for an offered network load of 
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ing the same number of links as that of the tree. Under multi-rate traffic scenario, where every 

request can have multiple time slot requirement and all the time slots have to be assigned within 

the same trunk at every node, it is observed that increasing the grooming capability at nodes has 

significant advantages. Techniques such as dispersity routing, where multiple time slot requests 

are split into multiple single time slot requests and assigned channels independently on a chosen 

path, could be employed to improve network performance under restricted grooming capability. 

In networks with heterogeneous node architectures, it is observed that the blocking probability of 

requests depends on the grooming capability of intermediate nodes. It is also observed that the 

blocking performance trends for different paths remain the same for varying network loads. The 

iterative technique developed as a part of the analytical model has been shown to improve the ac-

curacy of the analytical model. For typical network operating loads where the blocking probability 

is expected to be less than 0.1, significant insights on the blocking performance can be obtained by 

employing the analytical model twice (once with the iteration.). 
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CHAPTER 6 Dynamic Routing in WDM Grooming Networks 

We consider dynamic routing schemes for WDM grooming networks in this chapter. Present 

day networks realize traffic grooming in the electronic domain. Grooming sub-wavelength traffic in 

the electronic domain has one significant advantage - Wavelength Conversion comes free. But the 

penalty is paid in terms of knowing the precise data format of the incoming traffic at intermediate 

nodes. Considering that traffic grooming has gained significance in the recent past, the present-

day technology that is employed for traffic grooming is still in its days of infancy. Clearly, as 

the technology matures and the networks grow, it will be impractical to expect intermediate nodes 

to understand every protocol that could potentially be used in these networks. Hence the future 

networks, at least in the core, are expected to employ transparent switching functionalities. 

Upgrading the existing networks in the near future is less likely to see a quantum leap in the 

employed technology. Hence, the first generation of all-optical grooming solution would have 

limited functionality, such as wavelength-level grooming. Also, it becomes increasingly necessary 

to quantify the benefits of having sophisticated switching technology in the core networks to justify 

the cost of deployment. Hence, in this chapter, we focus our research in identifying the benefits of 

employing different routing schemes and the impact of increasing grooming capability. 

We assume a wavelength-level grooming network to study the performance of different routing 

algorithms. Wavelength-level grooming networks fall into the class of homogeneous TSNs, where 

every node views a wavelength as a trunk. Hence, in a network with IV wavelengths per link, the 

link information matrix for a link would be a W x IV diagonal matrix. For easy understanding, we 

simplify the notation from a matrix representation to a vector representation. 

Consider the example network shown in Figure 6.1. Assume that every link carries 2 wave-
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lengths with 4 timeslots per wavelength. The figure shows the available wavelength capacity (in 

timeslots) on the two wavelengths on each of the links at some point of time during the network op

eration. We illustrate the different routing algorithms discussed in this chapter using this example 

network. 

Figure 6.1 Example network employing two wavelengths per fiber. The tuples 
denote the available capacity on the two wavelengths. 

6.1 Information collection 

Every node in the network is assumed to maintain the global state information through a link-

state protocol. The information collection and path selection are based on two metrics: available 

wavelength capacity and hop length. A path with IV wavelengths with C channels per wavelength 

is denoted by a vector {(Ai, A2,Apy); #}, where each (1 < w < W) denotes the number 

of available channels on a wavelength and # denotes the hop-count. For a link vector, the value of 

# is 1. The available capacity on a wavelength w and hop length of a path p is denoted by and 

respectively. It is to be noted that the link information here is represented in a vector form for 

simplicity. 
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Traditional Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm is extended to the above link-state vector, referred 

to as extended Dijkstra's shortest path (EDSP) algorithm, and is employed at every node in the 

network. The EDSP algorithm uses the link-state vector as defined above instead of a single metric 

that is traditionally used. The EDSP algorithm has two important operations: (1) combining two 

path vectors and (2) selecting the best path vector. Let and denote the path vectors from 

node z to k and from node k to j, respectively. The path vector from node % to j through & is 

obtained by combining the path vectors and denoted by ^ = i/;# ® The vectors are 

combined in different ways depending on the grooming capability of the node &. 

The second operation of selecting the best path vector from a given set of path vectors is defined 

by a specific path selection policy. For example, the traditional shortest path algorithm selects a 

path with minimum hop length. 

6.1.1 Wavelength-level grooming networks 

In wavelength-level grooming networks, connections cannot be switched from one wavelength 

to another. Hence, wavelength continuity constraint is obeyed. Two paths vectors and are 

combined at a WG node to obtain ^ where and 

Consider the example network in Figure 6.1. Assume that Node 4 can perform wavelength-

level grooming. The path from Node 1 to 6 through 4 is described by the vector = {(0,1); 2}. 

6.1.2 Sparse full-grooming networks 

In sparse full-grooming networks, a few nodes in the network have full-grooming capability. 

Low-rate traffic streams can be switched across wavelengths at these nodes. Hence, the maxi

mum capacity of a connection that can be switched by an FG node corresponds to the maximum 

available capacity across different wavelengths on an output link. In such a scenario, the available 

capacity on a path on a wavelength w is obtained by combining two path metrics and 

as where denotes the maximum available capacity across different 

wavelengths on the path from & to j . The hop length is computed as . 
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Consider the example network in Figure 6.1. Assume that full-grooming is available at Node 

4. The vector for the path from Node 1 to 6 through 4 is obtained as = {(0,2); 2}. 

6.13 Constrained grooming networks 

In constrained grooming networks, grooming is accomplished only on the dropped wave

lengths. Consider the example in Figure 6.1. Let two connections exist between nodes 3 and 6 

through 4. Assume that the first connection occupies two channels on the first wavelength while 

the second occupies three on the second wavelength. Although both the wavelengths have free 

channels, they cannot be used to reach Node 4 as the wavelengths are not dropped at Node 3. 

Hence, when a lightpath is setup between a source and destination, they can be treated as logical 

neighbors. The established lightpaths can then be used to route further connections by updating 

the link-state information. 

If the nodes in the network shown in Figure 6.1 perform constrained grooming, then the net

work is viewed as shown in Figure 6.2. The lightpaths that are established between nodes that are 

not physical neighbors are shown in dotted lines. Two path vectors in such networks are combined 

in a manner similar to that of wavelength-level grooming networks. 

6.2 Path Selection Algorithms 

The path selection algorithms considered in this dissertation are restricted to destination-specific 

approaches. The different path selection algorithms specifies the rule for selecting the best path 

vector in the EDSP algorithm. Four examples of path selection algorithms are listed below: 

Widest-Shortest Path Routing (WSPR): In this approach, the available wavelength capacity 

vector on a path is ordered in descending values of the individual wavelength capacities. Thus an 

available wavelength capacity vector Aj, = (A^, Ag,..., A^,) is said to be ordered descending if 

A| > Aj for % < j and 1 < /, j < W. 

An ordered vector A' = (A^, Ag,A^) is said to be smaller than another ordered vector 

:= (Bi, .Bg, --, if for some %(!<%< W), A- < 0? and for all j < % A^ — Bj. The vectors 
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" "  (0,0)  "  ^ 

Figure 6.2 Visualizing a constrained grooming network. 

are said to be equal if = Bj, for all z, where 1 < % < W. Otherwise, A is said to be larger than 

B. A path with the largest path-vector is said to be the wwksf path and is chosen for establishing a 

connection. In case of a tie, the path with the minimum hop length is chosen. 

Shortest-Widest Path Routing (SWPR): This is the conventional shortest-path routing based 

on the hop-length. If more than one such path is available, the widest among them is chosen. 

Available Shortest Path Routing (ASPR): In this approach, the shortest path among those 

that can accommodate the request is chosen. The paths that can accommodate the request are 

those that have at least one wavelength that can accommodate the request. If two paths that can 

accommodate the request have same hop length, then one of them is chosen at random. 

If two path vectors are equal by any of the above algorithms, one of the path vectors is chosen 

at random. Note that only the selection of the path vector is based on the ordered available capacity 

vector. WSPR and SWPR are examples of destination-specific routing schemes while ASPR is an 

example of request-specific routing. In ASPR, the set of feasible paths is chosen based on the 

capacity requirement of the request. 
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6.2.1 An example 

Consider the example network shown in Figure 3.1. Assume that every link carries two wave

lengths and each wavelength is divided into 4 time slots. The tuples shown in the figure correspond 

to the available wavelength capacity on each wavelength. 

Consider a request that originates from Node 2 destined to Node 6. The SWPR algorithm 

selects the path 2 —» 5 —» 6 with path vector {(0,0);2}. The request cannot be accommodated due 

t o  l a c k  o f  c a p a c i t y  o n  l i n k  5  — »  6 .  T h e  W S P R  a l g o r i t h m  s e l e c t s  t h e  p a t h  2 — » 1 — » 3 — » 4 — » 6  

with path vector {(0,4);4}. These paths are chosen irrespective of the request requirements. 

The ASPR algorithm selects the path based on the request. If the request is for one time slot, 

then the path 2 —» 1 —» 4 —> 6 with a path vector {(0,1);3} or2—»3—»4—»6 with path vector 

{(2,2);3} is chosen. If the request is for 2 time slots, the path 2 —» 3 —» 4 —» 6 with path vector 

{(2,2);3} is chosen. If the request is for 3 or 4 time slots, then the path 2—»1—»3—»4—»6 with 

path vector {(0,4);4} is chosen. 

6.2.2 Dispersity Routing 

If the connection for a request of capacity 6 has to be established only on one wavelength, then 

SWP and WSP algorithms are used. If multiple wavelengths can be used to meet the capacity 

requirement, the request is split into 6 requests of unit capacity each. If the path from the source 

to the destination can accommodate the set of 6 requests, then the request is said to be accepted. 

Otherwise, it is blocked. Such an approach to routing a larger capacity requests by splitting into 

smaller capacity requests is called rowfmg. In this chapter, it is assumed that a request 

can be assigned channels that are dispersed over wavelengths of the same path, referred to as 

waWefigfWeW (ffjpgMzfy When dispersity routing is employed, a path is said to be 

wider if the total available capacity on all the wavelengths in the path is higher. 
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6.3 Performance Evaluation 

The performance of four path selection algorithms described in the previous section are eval

uated on the NSFnet network. The 14-node 22-link NSFnet network is shown in Figure 6.3. The 

performance results reported in this section are restricted to wavelength-level grooming employed 

at all nodes in the network. 

Figure 6.3 The NSFNET network. 

When a request arrives at a node, the path to the destination is chosen using one of the above 

mentioned path selection schemes. The wavelength allocated to establish the connection is the one 

that can just accommodate the capacity of the request (best-At wavelength assignment). SWPR 

and WSPR algorithms are used in networks that do not allow dispersity routing while SMSPR and 

MSSPR are used by networks that employ dispersity routing. 

6.3.1 Experimental setup 

The experimental setup for the simulation is based on the following assumptions. 

* The arrival of requests at a node follow a Poisson process with rate A and are equally likely 

to be destined to any other node. 

# The holding time of the requests follow an exponential distribution with unit mean. 
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* The capacity requirement of a request is equally likely to take integer values from 1 to 8. 

# Every link has 128 channel capacity divided over IV wavelengths. 

A network with links having 16 wavelengths and 8 channels per wavelength are referred to as 

16 x 8 network. Four different wavelength-channel combinations are considered: (1) 16x8 (2) 

8 x 16 (3) 4x32 and (4) 1x128. The requests are generated independently at a rate of TVA, where 

TV denotes the number of nodes in the network. The requests are equally likely to have any of the 

TV nodes as its source. The generated requests are fed to the different networks running in parallel 

and their performances are measured. A total of 6 x 105 requests were generated with performance 

metrics being measured in batches of 10^ requests. The average of the performance metrics over 

observed six set of values are reported in the results. 

6.32 Performance metrics 

The performance metrics that are measured are the request blocking probability, average path 

length of an accepted connection (Z), average shortest-path length of an accepted request (Z^), 

and network utilization (77). 

The blocking probability is computed as the ratio of the number of blocked requests to the 

number of total requests generated. Z is computed as the average of the length of the paths assigned 

to the accepted requests by a specific routing algorithm. Z^ is computed as the average of the 

shortest-path length of the requests accepted by the routing algorithm. It can be observed that 

SWPR would have Z = Z^ while other routing schemes would have Z > Z^ 

The nefwort wfz/izafzon is computed by assigning an effective network capacity requirement 

for a request. A request r for capacity 6 from source s to destination d has an effective capacity 

requirement of 6 x A,, where A, is the shortest path length from the source to the destination. This 

effective capacity requirement of a request is the minimum capacity that is required in the network 

to support the request, irrespective of the routing algorithm. If a routing algorithm selects a path 

of length /z, for the connection, &(/& — denotes the additional capacity used by the network to 

support the connection. 
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The effective network capacity utilized at an instant of time, denoted by [/, is defined as the 

sum of the effective network capacity requirement of all the connections that are active at that 

instant. The value of (7 at any instant of time is bounded by f, x C, where 2, is the total number of 

links in the network and C is the capacity on each link. The network utilization is then computed 

as the ratio of the effective used capacity to the maximum capacity of the network as 

6.33 Effect of routing algorithms 

Figure 6.4 shows the blocking performance of different routing algorithms on 16 x 8 and 1 x 128 

NSFnet networks. It is observed that ASPR performs better than SWPR and WSPR. It is also 

observed that as the network load is increased, the blocking performance of WSPR worsens as it 

routes connection over wider but longer paths resulting in wastage of bandwidth. 
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a 

^ l.E-02 
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l.E-05 Q-
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16x8 SWP 16x8 WSP -*—16x8 ASP 
- -O- - 1x128 SWP - -O- - 1x128 WSP - -6- - 1x128 ASP 

Figure 6.4 Blocking performance of different routing algorithms on a 16x8 and 
1x128 NSFnet networks. 

Figure 6.5 shows the network utilization under different routing algorithms on 16x8 and 

1 x 128 NSFnet networks. It is observed that ASPR achieves the the maximum utilization com

pared to WSPR and SWPR. 
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Figure 6.5 Network utilization of different routing algorithms on a 16x8 and 
'I x 128 NSFnet networks. 

More insights into the working of the algorithms are obtained by observing the average path 

length of the connections established. Figure 6.6 shows the average path length of connections 

established in the networks by different routing algorithms. It is observed that WSPR selects 

longer paths for establishing connections as compared to ASPR and SWPR. This difference is 

significant when the grooming capability in the network is increased. This indicates that increasing 

the grooming capability helps dynamic routing algorithms in finding more paths but at the expense 

of longer path lengths. SWPR has the least value for this metric as it selects only shortest paths. 

The average path length for a connection established under WSPR remains almost a constant 

with load as the preference is given to distributing the load in the entire network. On the other hand, 

SWPR attempts only on the shortest path. As network load increases, more longer path requests 

are blocked, hence results in a decrease in the average path length. ASPR behaves similar to SWPR 

under low loads. However, as the offered load to the network is increased, ASPR attempts to route 

connections on the longer paths, hence the trend of increasing average path length with increasing 

offered network load. 

The average path length all the routing algorithms for 1 x 128 network is higher than that of 

0.4 0.5 0,6 0.7 

Offered load 
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16 x 8 network because more requests are accepted, but along longer paths in the former network 

due to the increased grooming capability. Increasing the grooming capability improves the chances 

of finding a path between nodes, though it would result in wastage of network resources. 

0.4 0.5 D.6 
Offered load 

—4—16x8 SWP —O—16x8 WSP —6—16x8 ASP 
- -*--1X128 SWP - -O- - 1x128 WSP - -6- - 1x128 ASP 

Figure 6.6 Average length of connections established by different routing algo
rithms on a 16x8 and 1 x 128 NSFnet networks. 

Figure 6.7 shows the average shortest path length of accepted requests for different routing 

schemes. At low loads, very few requests are rejected. Hence, the average shortest path length of 

accepted requests is the same for different routing schemes. When the offered load to the network 

is increased, requests with longer shortest path length experience more blocking resulting in a bias 

in favor of requests with smaller shortest path length. The lower the value of this metric for a 

routing algorithm, the stronger is the bias in favor of requests with smaller path length. ASPR 

performs the best with respect to this fairness metric. It is observed that increasing the grooming 

capability enhances the performance of the routing schemes with respect to this metric. 

The routing schemes also exhibit a bias in favor of smaller capacity connections when the 

offered load to the network is increased. Requests for larger capacity experience more blocking 

than the ones for smaller capacity. Such a behavior is pronounced in networks that have lesser 

grooming capability. Figure 6.8 shows the average capacity of accepted requests for different 
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Figure 6.7 Average shortest path length of connections established by different 
routing algorithms on a 16x8 and 1 x 128 NSFnet networks. 

routing schemes. It is observed that increasing the grooming capability enhances the fairness of 

the routing algorithms with respect to requests of different capacity requirement. 

The average shortest path length and average capacity of accepted requests quantify the fairness 

property of the routing algorithms. An ideal routing algorithm would have a constant value for 

these metrics at all network loads. 

It is observed that ASPR offer better performance over SWPR and WSPR algorithms with 

respect to various performance metrics. Similar performance results were obtained for 8 x 16 and 

4x32 NSFnet networks. 

6.3.4 Effect of dispersity routing 

In order to improve the network performance under different routing algorithms, dispersity 

routing is also employed. Dispersity routing removes the constraint of routing a connection entirely 

on a wavelength, hence provides greater flexibility in assigning connections. Figures 6.9 and 6.10 

show the performance of different routing algorithms on a 16x8 NSFnet network. It is observed 

that ASPR performs the best when dispersity routing is employed. 
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Figure 6.8 Average capacity of accepted requests for different routing algorithms 
on a 16x8 and 1x128 NSFnet networks. 

From the results it is clear that employing dispersity routing significantly improves network 

performance. At offered load of 0.7, a network employing ASPR with dispersity routing achieves 

an utilization of 0.62 while the utilization achieved by emptying ASPR without dispersity routing 

is 0.526, a 17.9% improvement. Under dispersity routing, only the end nodes need to maintain the 

information regarding how the connection is split, while the intermediate nodes would route the 

connection as if they were unit capacity connections. 

63.5 Effect of dispersity Vs. grooming capability 

While wavelength-level dispersity routing is one mechanism to achieve increased network per

formance, alternatives to improve grooming capability can also be considered as a solution. For 

example, instead of employing 16 wavelengths with 8 time slots, one could employ 8 wavelengths 

and 16 time slots. As call requirements still vary only between 1 and 8 time slots, the latter 

wavelength and time slot combination would result in reduced blocking. However, such a change 

increases the transmission speed on a wavelength, requiring faster switches at the nodes. On the 

extreme, one could consider one wavelength with 128 time slots. In this case, the switching speed 
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Figure 6.9 Performance of different routing algorithms on 16x8 NSFnet net
work with and without dispersity routing, (a) Blocking probability; 
(b) Network utilization. 
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Figure 6.10 Performance of different routing algorithms on 16x8 NSFnet net
work with and without dispersity routing, (a) Average shortest path 
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has to be 16 times faster as compared to that in a 16-wavelength 8-time slot network. 

Another approach to achieve improved performance is to employ multiple wavelengths, but 

include wavelength conversion capability. This would eliminate the need for faster switches. For 

example, consider a network with 8 wavelengths and 16 time slots in each wavelength. If limited 

wavelength conversion capability is provided at a node where wavelength Wi and W3 and 

W4, W5 and Wg, and and Wg can be interchanged, then this is similar to a network employing 

4 wavelengths and 32 time slots in each wavelength. In such an architecture, the network cost is 

higher due to the wavelength conversion capability at every node in the network. 

We study the performance of dispersity routing and varying grooming capability to evalute the 

trade-off .  We evalute four different  wavelength and t ime slot  combinations:  16x8,  8x16,  4x32,  

and 1 x 128. In the case of lxl 28 there is no distinction between routing a connection with or 

without dispersity. 

Figure 6.11 shows the blocking performance of ASPR with dispersity routing for the four 

different wavelength and time slot combinations. 
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Figure 6.11 Blocking performance of different routing algorithms on NSFnet 
network with different levels of grooming capability and dispersity 
routing. 
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It is observed that the blocking performance is reduced with increasing grooming capability. 

This performance improvement is observed to be a gradual. It is observed that at offered loads 

of 0.5 and above, the blocking performance under various grooming capabilities within the same 

order of magintude. The performance with respect to other metrics such as network utilization, 

average shortest path length, and average accepted call capacity were found to be very close to 

distinguish when plotted in graphs, hence are not shown. 

It can be concluded from the extensive simulation results shown in this dissertation that a 

significant performance improvement can be achieved with dispersity routing while having lesser 

grooming capability. 

6.4 Summary 

In this chapter, we studied dynamic routing in wavelength-level grooming networks. Three 

routing algorithms, Shortest Widest Path, Widest Shortest Path, and Available Shortest Path, have 

been studied using extensive simulations for their performance. A new metric to evaluate routing 

algorithms that reflects the network utilization is also proposed. We showed that routing connec

tions based on the shortest available path is a preferred approach. We quantified the benefit of 

routing larger capacity connections by breaking them into multiple smaller capacity streams, re

ferred to as dispersity routing. It is observed that up to 20% increase in network utilization is 

observed with dispersity routing, similar to that obtained with increasing the grooming capability 

to the maximum at every node in the network. This result reveals that employing dispersity routing 

is an attractive alternative compared to increasing the grooming capability at nodes in the network 

in order to reduce the network cost. 
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CHAPTER 7 Conclusions 

Optical communications employing wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) has emerged as 

the prominent technology for future high-speed backbone networks. While the transmission speed 

on a wavelength has increased with advances in technology, bandwidth requirement of users do not 

increase at the same rate. Hence, the mismatch in the requirement has resulted in various wave

length sharing techniques. One such wavelength sharing technique is time division multiplexing 

(TDM) over WDM networks. Such networks are referred to as WDM/TDM or WDM grooming 

networks. 

WDM grooming networks have slowly evolved with time from their predecessor wavelength-

routed networks. These networks are expected to evolve into an all-optical network. Upgrading 

existing network to all-optical technology involves both time and money. Financial constraints 

typically allow only a few nodes in the network to be upgraded. Hence, the nodes in such networks 

are expected to employ heterogeneous switching architectures. Earlier work in wavelength-routed 

networks and WDM grooming networks have assumed all the nodes in the networks to employ 

same switching architectures and cannot be applied or modified easily to model heterogeneous 

networks. 

In this dissertation, we propose a new network model called Trwnt Swifc/zzd Nefwork (TSN). 

The links in the network are viewed as channels. The channels are combined to form groups called 

fnm&a. With this concept, we develop a node architecture that has the capability of switching 

channels within a trunk. We demonstrate WDM grooming networks employing different grooming 

architectures can be easily modeled using the proposed network model. We develop a framework 

for connection establishment in such networks to establish a circuit of a specific bandwidth from a 
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source to destination. We employ a novel matrix-based approach to store information about a link 

and a generalized matrix multiplication procedure to combine the link information to obtain infor

mation on a path. Various path selection algorithms are then developed based on the information 

collected on the path. We complete the framework by developing a channel assignment method

ology from which different channel assignment strategies can be derived. We also demonstrate 

the usefulness of the network model and connection establishment framework to model specific 

switching architectures at a node. 

We analyze a TSN for its blocking performance. The analytical model is based on the compu-

tation of path blocking performance and takes into account the link load correlation in the network. 

We analyze the blocking performance for establishing a multicast tree by splitting a tree into mul-

tiple paths and combining the path blocking probabilities. The analytical model also incorporates 

requests with multiple channel capacity. We validate the accuracy of the analytical model through 

extensive simulations. The analytical model assumes a fixed-path routing strategy for reasons of 

tractability. 

We evaluate the performance of dynamic routing algorithms in WDM grooming networks that 

employs path selection based on the up-to-date network information. We propose a new request-

specilie routing algorithm called Available Shortest Path algorithm that aims at minimizing the 

network resources used by a connection. The path is selected based on the characteristics of the 

request as opposed to destination-specific mechanisms where a path is chosen before a request ar

rival. We demonstrate that employing request-specific routing strategies can significantly improve 

network performance. We consider dispersity routing approach where a request with large capacity 

requirement is broken down into multiple requests smaller capacity requirements. We show that 

dispersity routing could be employed as an alternative to the high-cost solution of increasing the 

grooming capability at the nodes to improve network performance. 

The network model proposed in this paper allows for modeling heterogeneous switching ar

chitectures in the network. The model could be employed in the design of optical networks that 

assume static traffic demands. Such design problems are modeled as optimization problems. The 
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current research in the area of design of wavelength-routed optical networks assume the same 

switching architecture at all nodes, refer to [50] and references there in. All the nodes in the net-

work are either assumed to employ full-wavelength conversion or no wavelength conversion. Such 

restrictions can be removed by employing the network model proposed in this dissertation. 

The major limitation of the proposed network model is that it restricts the switching of channel 

only among the same trunk. However, some switching architectures cannot be effectively modeled 

in the proposed framework, networks with limited range wavelength conversion for example. The 

proposed network model is a conceptual view of a network and does not depend on technological 

aspects. Hence, the applicability of the model reaches beyond optical networks as well. The 

model is applicable in general to networks that employ multiplexing in more than one domain, 

like combinations of time, frequency/wavelength, code, phase, etc. and employ switching within a 

subset of channels. 
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